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The Feast of the Transfiguration 
Bessemer - 1960 
lf!fl' ~t,~u.:rl(•I/ - t q? ;J.. IN NOMINE JESU 


Rev. Car 1 F. Thrun 


St. Mat thew 17: 2-5 And__lli_e) wa-s-t ans figured before-...them; and His face did 
shine as the~' a,.nc;LJiis raim~nt was whit.e as tne light. 


And, behold, there appeared unto them Moses and Elias talking with Him. Then 
answered Peter, and said unto Jesus, Lord, it is good for us to be here; if Thou 
wilt, let us make here three tabernacles; one for Thee, and one for Moses, and 
one for Elias. Whele he yet spake, behold, a bright cloud overshadowed them; and 
behold a Voice out of the cmmud, which said, This is My beloved Son, in Whom I am 
well pleased; hear ye Him. 


T R A N S F I G U R E D 


The Passion Season is almost upon us. With next Sunday we enter upon 


the permod of preparation for Lent. Once more we shall follow our Lord - step by 


step - as He walks along the Way of Sorrows . Once more we shall accompany Him 


into the gloom and agonies of His suffering and death. But before He descends 


into those dark depths, it is well for us to go with Peter and James and John to 


the Mount of Transfiguration and see Jesus in all His divine glory. We must never 


forget who this is! We must never forget that this is the great and majestic God, 
;i 


f.;;.1 
the Lord and Ruler of heaven and B.arth, who narrowed Himself down, became man, tha1 


He might be our Redaemer! We must never forget - not for one moment - that He is 


the One, who, being in the form of God, thought it not robbery to be equal with 


God; but made Himself of no reputation, and took upon Him the form of a servant, 


and was made in the likeness of men . We must never forget that this is God - giv-


ing us His very best, M~~n,-j:Sii:tj~ SeV1iieP that we might we be 


with Him and share with Him His glory. We would see Christ today in all of His 


heavenly splendor and beauty. We would remember that we belong to Him, that we 


are intimately joined to Him in Word and Sacrament, that His glory is our gain -


forever. We would catch a glimpse of the bright cloud and earnestly heed the 


Voice of the Father: This is My Son, My Chosen; listen to Him! 
U 'ft: ~tp-?Jt,. a:~ t7 -(C~ f~....., 


We note that Jesus took the three disciples (to whom He seems to have 


been drawn by peculiar attractionj up into a high mountain apart . After another 


day of heavy laboring with the sorrows and trials of people, Jesus was in need of 
t:J=--


ane-tfie-r night spent in communion with His Father. Six days before Christ had for 


the first time clearly and emphatically revealed to His disciples the startling 


information that He was going to the city of Jerusalem, to suffer at the hands of 
~c~~i --&-<~().r t.J/ 


the !/i-eaa.e-PS-:&f;.-.lii-s--nat-i-en, to die on the cross, and to rise from the dead on the 
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third day. He needed strength from His Father for all that lay ahead of Him. And 


so He went into the mountain apart to pray. Peter the Rock Man, and James and 


John the Sons of Thunder, who were soon to be witnesses of His agony in the gar-


den, were to be prepared for the crushing ordeal by a vision mortal eyes never 


before nor since beheld. We do not know how long Christ had been praying in the 


peaceful darkness of the mountain, nor do we know how long the disciples had been 


sleeping, failing to gain the strength of soul they, too, would soon need so 


desperately. It must have been toward dawn when the night was suddenly filled 


with splendor. As He prayed, Christ was profoundly transfigured. The sacred 


writers seem to be at a loss for words to describe fully the change that came 


over Him. Matthew says, and His face did shine as the sun, and His raiment was 


white as the light . Mark reports, And His raiment became shining, exceeding 


white as snow; so as no fuller on earth can white them. Lu.l{e writes, the fashion 


of His countenance was altered, and His raiment was white and glistening. It was 


- ~~ a ray of the full glory that was His from eternity, but as artists cannot paint 


it on canvas, so even the sacred writers cannot successfully put all of it into 


words. There is nothing on earth fittingly to be compared to it: whiter than , : 


snow! brighter than the sun! Most amazing, isn't it? Add to this the glorious 


delegation which appeared from heaven - Moses, the venerable lawgiver, whose un-


known tomb had been sealed by God Himsely and Elijah, zealous reformer, who had 


left earth in a blazing chariot - and you can understand why Peter, in his im-


pulsive manner, wanted to build three permanent tents in that blessed environment; 


and why he exclaimed: Lord, it is good for us to be here . 


Worship is not something that a Christian can take or leave. It is a 


necessity! We need to bask under the rays of Christ's glory. We need to see Him 


transfigured before us. We need to be strengthened by these hours apart - apart 


from the cares and concerns of earthly living. We need to leave this world and to 


catch the vision of heaven. We need to remember Whose we are! - We-neeEi-to- r-e-


member that we were bought with a price, that we belong to God - forever. We need 
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to behold the greatness and glory of God's infinite ·love for us in Christ. And 


under the blazing brilliance of such mercy and forgiveness, we too must say with 


Peter, Lord, it is good for us to be here! 


But we cannot stay here. Peter had to leave the mountain top. He had 


to enter again the world of sickness and sin. Jesus had a Cross to endure, and 


His life to give, and His blood to shed - in love for this world. Peter and James 


and John were to be witnesses of that love. There was work to do, and a message 


to proclaim, and a world to win for Christ, before they could lay down their 


fighting armor and enjoy forever the riches and the splendor and the glory of the 


saints victorious. If God's love is worth having, then it is worth transmitting 


in the best possible way. If it is worth having for one hour on Sunday morning, 


then it is worth having every day of the week in an honest and sincere attempt to 


do as much for the glory and praise of God in the hearts of men as the evil world . 


does in order to confuse and destroy the Glory of God. Godlessness has shown 


itself in its full destructive force in the world in our time. One nation, com-


pletely committed to the destruction of God, has kept the world and its satellites 


on the brink of total destruction for more than ten years. 


We cannot stay here. We too have a world to win.for Christ. This 


means that we develop a sensitivity to the needs of men and the demands of God, 


a sensitivity to the need for beauty in life and worship which enables us to look 


forward to the Day when we shall see Christ face to face and stand under the 


brilliance of His glory. 
tn~.;.)t.J.i~ 


It means that we ~ sensitive to the fact that ~D 


WANTS PEOPLE. He gave His only begotten Son ONLY for people. Our chief aim in 


life, then, must be to help people find their God in Christ. Is this what we are 


doing? Is the glory of the transfigured Christ reflected in our lives when we 


invest so heavily in the needs of this life and largely neglect the needs of the 


spirit? (I speak for myself also!) Godliness goes begging in our land for a 


mere one and two percent of a man's income, while the world claims so large a 


part. Governments have no hesitancy in claiming twenty percent for arms, and 
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protection, and the safety of its citizens. A sensitivity to our calling and an 


awareness of our real purpose for being in this world must finally face up to the 


fact that the ways of God and the work of God require not only the best and most 


courageous among the children of men, but also a far larger part of a man's earn


ed income than man has been willing to give Him in days past. 


God gave us His best - His very best - His Son. Nothing less than our 


highest and best will do! Is that what we are giving? The outside world judging 


America has marked us down as materialists of the first water - men and women 


whose highest and best is a complete and hardened selfishness. Today we would 


look ahead to the glory of eternity and the Day when Christ will return in all of 


His glory and majesty. On that Day we shall all want to be found sharing His 


glory. No one, then, in that glorious heavenly future, will want to be bound 


back to the earth, and low desires , and selfish seeking. Then, the Heavenly Home, 


and the Lord who dwells there, will be our main desire and our full occupation. 


We must begin that occupation here. What we do as builders of the Kingdom of God, 


going forward in His Name, marks us as being truly Christian, seeking the highest 


and the best for our Lord Christ. Evenyone in our community, from the lowest to 


the highest, must know that we are people motivated, not by pride, but by faith -


that we build and work not to glorify self or our church or our congregation, but 


to glorify the Name of our God and to proclaim the power that Jesus Christ gives · 


us. 


These lives are not developed by our will or continued by our desire. 


These lives are produced by the work of the Holy Spirit coming to us in the Word 


of God. Here the promises of God and the love of God and the life of our Lord 


Jesus are made clear - what He suffered for us - His death - His resurrection - . 


His ascension - His promise to come again. Here we see Christ transfigured before 


us in all of His glory. We leave the mountain with the assurance of His abiding 


presence. He does not stay behind but goes with us. This puts a new spring to 


our step and a joyous sparkle to our speech. We have nothing to fear. We walk 
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through life hand in hand with Jesus, our beautiful Savior. We have been with Him 


in the holy mount and have seen His glory. We have had a glimpse of the goodly 


land that is our Home. We have had a foretaste of heaven's bliss. We have heard 


the songs of the elect around Christ's throne and have joined in the Alleluias of 


the heavenly choir. We come down from the mount joyously conscious that we are on 


our way home. The way leads down the mountain, through a dark world, and into 


valleys of pain and sorrow - yea, into the shadow of death and night. But ahead 


we see the resurrection dawn and the glorious lights of Horne. We are His forever, 


and that makes a world of difference! 


Amen. 


··--








IN NOMINE JESU 
TRANSFIGURATION OF OUR LORD (HOLY CROSS, 1996) 
ST. MT. 17: 1-9 


COMFORT OR CHALLENGE? WHICH IS IT? STAUS QUO OR STATUS GO? 
JUST BEFORE THIS STORY OF JESUS 1 TRANSFIGURATION, JESUS TELLS HI! 
DISCIPLES THAT HE IS "GOING TO JERUSAL.liM & WILL UNDE:RG0 GREAif 
SUFFERING & EVEN BE KILLrn. 11 NOT A PLEASANT THOUGHT! PETER TAKI 
JESUS ASIDE & SAYS, 11 GOD FORBID IT , LORD! THIS MUST NEVER HAPPEt 
TO YOU! 11 JESUS RETORTS , 111GET BEH IND ME, SATAN! V.OU ARE A STUM
BLING Bl:OCK TO ME. 11 


••••• SIX DAYS GO BY & I CAN'T HELP WONDERING 
WHAT MUST HAVE BEEN GOING THRU JESUS 1 MIND -- WHAT HE MUST HAVE 
BEEN THINKING & Ft:ELING. HE WAS FACING ONE I'NCREDIBLE CHALLENE 
DON 1 T EVER THINK FOR ONE MOMENT THAT IT WAS A 11 P. ECE OF CAKB' FOF 
HIM TO BE 11 1fRE LAMB OF GOD Wl:IO TAKES AWAY THE SIN OF THt WORLD. 11 


ALL YOU HAVE TO DO DURING THIS 'LENTEN SEASON IS TO GO TO 'DARK 
GETHSEMANE AND WATCH AS THIS LAMB OF- GOB AGONIZES OVER THE B.ITTEE 
StlFFcRING & BEAlH THAT AWAITS HIM. LISTEN AGAIN TO HIS HEART
WRENCHING CRY , 11 MY FATHER; IF IT IS POSSIBL5, LET THIS CUP PASS 
EROM ME; ; YE~ NOT WHAT I WANT. BUT WHAT YOU WANT !" 
SO J~SUS TAKES HIS BEST BUDDIES - PETER, JAMES• & ~OHN1 


- UP A HIGH 
MT. -- A PLACE WHERE HE OFTEN GO!Ri TO ~TRUGGLE & . WRESTt E WITH 
HIS FATHER IN PRAYER. HE WANTS TO MAKE ASSURANCE DOUBLY SURE THA 
HE HAS HIS FATHER'S APPROVAL FOR GOING UP TO JERUSALEM. YOU CAN 


*~~~~R ~EA'.~A~~~R~~-0Nl~6N~s *~~ -~~~~i~t~~ ~~ic~u~H~F I~HiR~~~~HS: 
EIGURED BEFORE THEM & HIS FACE SRONE LI KE THE SUN & HIS CLOTHES 
6J~CAME DAZZLING WHITE. " HE RADIAT E;S & GLOWS WITH AN ENCHANJING 
BRILLIANCE. THE DISCIPLES Sta~ A D.JMENS·WN OF HIS NATURE NO ONE 
HAD SEEN BEFORE. LATER JOHN WOULD TESTIFY, 11 i l1E WORD BECAME 
ELESR & LIVED AMONG US, & WE HAVE SEEN HIS GLORY , TRE G[ORY AS 
0F THE FATHER 1S ONLY SON, FUt L OF GRACE & TRUT.Ri. 11 AND eETER 
WOULD REMEMBER IT VIVIDLY: 'u;JE RAD BEEN EYEWITNESSES OF HI£ 
MAJESTY . EOR.. l:IE.. 1RECEl VED HONOR & GLORY FROM GOD THE FATl:IER WHEM 
THAt VOICE WAS CON_VEYED TO HIM BY THE MAJESTIC GLORY, SAYING , 
1 THIS J S MY SON, MY BEt OVED , ~ITH WHOM I AM WELL PLEASED. WE 
OURSELV.ES H&:ARD THIS VOICE. 11 


BUT SOMEHOW I CAN 1 T HELP THINK THAT THE GREATEST SUPPORT J~~tlS 
HAD AT THAT MOMENT WAS: 111SUDDEN[Y JHERE AP P- EARED TO :fHEM MOSES & 
ELIJAH TALKING WITl:L HIM. 11 CAN YOU PICTURE THEM SHARING AGAIN 
THEIR OWN E~PER1EeES, STRENGTH & HO~E? "WEl<NOW HOW YOU FEe'.t, 
JESU~; Wt F-EL T THE SAME WAY.. 11 AND MOSES STARTS REMINICING 
ABOUT THE TRIAtS & TRIBUl:A1i ONS HE EXPERIENCED TRAMPLING AReUND 
THE WILDERNESS WITH THE ISRAEt ITES FOR 40 YEARS. WHEN THEY 
WEREN IT COMPbA1N.JNG ABOUT RUNNING OUT OF moo' THEY WERE COMPL.:AIN 
ING- ABOUT RUNN ING OUT OF- WATER~ THEY WERE ALWAYS HANKERING FOR 
THE C8MFORT OF THE FLESHPOTS OF EGYPT> , MAKING BITTER REMARKS 
ABOUT HOW THEY WISHED fHEY HAD STAYED HOME . . .. MOSES MUST HAVE 







TALKED TO JESUS ABOUT HIS FlNESl HOUR WHEN HE DE£CENDED ~FROM MT. 
SINAI WITH THE TWO JABLETS OF JHE LAW COVENANT IN HIS HANDS -


ONLY TO FIND THAT THE ISRAEIH T~S WERE WHOOPr.NG IT UP~ AROUND- THE 
GOLDEN CALF ....• SURELY MOSES MUST HAVE IDENTIFIED WITH JESUS 1 


FRUSTRATION AT HAVING TO DEAL WITH SUCH A HARD-HEADEID & DIFFICUl='l 
PEOPLE. AND YET HE WEARibY 6t IMBS BAGK UP THE MOUNTAIN TO 
INTERCEDE FOR THIS SAME pgoPLE, ASKING GOD TO FORGIVE THEM OR 
BLOT HIM OUT -- MUCH LIKE JE..SUS FACING HIS CRUCJFIXION WITH THE 
PRAYER ON HIS LIPS: 11 FATAER, FORGIVE THEM. 11 ----THEN THERE WAS EL IJAH~ TALK ABOUT LEAVING ONES COMEO]J .fO_N,E & 
EACING lJ:lE CHALLENGE -- GOING AGAINST THE PREVAILING CUSI OMS & 
NORMS. ~LIJAH LIVED DURING THE REIGN OF ONE OF THE MOST POWER
FU L: RULERS OF ISRAEL - A KING NAMED AHAB. THE TWO OF THEM 
HAPPEN TO MEET FACE TO FACE ON THE ROAD ONE DAY -- AND 8~AB 
ADDRESSES HIM AS,. THE 111fROUBLER OF ISRAEU1 


-- THE ONE WHO WAS 
11 ROCKING TO BOAli 11 .DARING TO OPPOSE THE KING. AND 'ELIJAH ANSWERS. 
liJM RIGHT BACK, 11 ViOU ARE WRONG , AHAB , IT IS YOU WHO ARE TROUBLINf 
ISRAEL WITH YOUR DESERTION OF YAHWEH. 11 ELIJAH MET-THE CHALCHIGE 
ON MT . CARMEL WITH THE PROPHETS OF BAAL -- 450 OF THEM ON ONE 
SIDE & ELIJAH ON THE OTHER. THE RELIGION OF BAALISM WAS ESCENT
IALLY A RELIG'ON OF COMFORT & SECURITY WHILE THE Rct IGION OF YAl:IWJ 
WAS A RELIGION OF GHACLENGE -- GOD LEADING HIS PEOPLE BACK TCP 
HI MSELF WITH HIGHEST EXPRESSIONS OF LOVE & CARING FOR HIM & 
EACH OTJHER. ANYWAY, THERE CAME THAT GREAT EVENT ON MT. GARM~L 
WHERE THE LORD SENT DOWN FIRE FROM HEAVEN & COMSUMEO ELIJAH'S 
SACRIFICE & THE WHOLt ALTAR. BUT NOT MUCH ELSE HAPPENED -- THE 
PEOPLE DID NOT SHOW SIGN OF REPENTANCE OR TURN ING F- ROM THEIR 
WAYS. ELIJAH SAT DOWN UNDER A BROOr-1 TREE-& CRIED TO GOD: 11 l WfilJl 
rO DIE. ~LORD, TAKE AWAY MY LIFE. 11 GOO TOOK HIM TO MT. l:IOREB & 
FEMINOEO HIM THAT THE UL1IMAT~ SAVING INS1RUMENT \il._AS NOT THE , 


frJ INID OR THE FIR& OR THE EARTHQUAKE -- BUT THE '~ST ILL SMALL VO ICE1 


'W INNING THE A~~~CfION OF EACH IN01VIDUAt HFART ••.•.• SOUNO 
FAMILIAR TO WHAT HAPPEN!il HERE ON THE M1'. OP. TR8NSF- IGURAT-10~ ~ -
THE VOICE OUT OF THE CLOUIID : 11ifHIS IS MY SON, MY BEL.cJVEU: LISTEN 
TO HIM!" 
PEJE~ WANTED TO CAMP OU~ THERE - - MAYBE MUCH LIKE WE ENJOY THE 
SAFl:·TY AND THE SECURETY OF THIS CHURCH. BUT JESUS LEADS THEM 
BACK DOWN THE MOUNTAIN TO FACE THE CHALLENG~ OF CACVAR¥ & THE 
CRUGIF.IXION -- MUCH LIKE YOU & I ARE CAbtED- ON TO GO BA0K OUT' 
THERE I NTO OUR 11 \:[0RK-A-O-AY WORL0 11 


-- OUT INTO THE HI@lWAY~ AND 
HEDGES & BRING T-HEM IN -- WHERE THEY WILL EXP ERIENCE THE ·LOVE 
OE GOO - WHAI It IS -- THAT OUR GREA GOD HEARS OUR EVER ~RAYER 
-- THAT HE WILL BE W.JTH US & L~EAD US THROUGH -"THICR & TH fN 11 • 


SAFELY THROUGH THIS VALE OF TEARS TO HIMSELF IN HEAVEN. 








Tb.ei Feast of the Transfiguration 
Rolling Meadows - 1968 


IN NOMJNE JESU 


Rev. Carl F. Thrun 


St. Matthew 17: 6, 7 When the disciples heard this, they fell on their faces, 
and were filled with fear. But Jesus came and touched 


them, sayirig, 11 Rise and have no fear." 


THE FINAL HORIZON 1 


No doubt ~you 1ve been driving along in a car - especial~ in ~lling, 


hilly country - you have played the same sort of little game with yourself that 


I have. As you come up over a rise or around a bend in the road, you make a - · - ---
brief mental note of the next horizon - another hill or bend in the road that 


looms off in the distance - and then you go back to enjoying the more immediate 


sights along the way. - And t~n when that horizon is reached, you repeat the 


process aJJ. over again. The trip becomes in a very quiet and almost subconscious . 
way the conquest of one horizon af'ter another. -


We do the same sort of thing far more consciously as we move along the road - -
of life . For life is a succession of horizons - some near, some far. And the 


conscious recognition of them helps make the intervening time more meaningful. 


The immediate horiz i on may be simply/S\iU~:vmth certain specific taskE. 


to be ~e afterward. Or for those raising a f ami~ there is a more distant 


horizon - the day when the children will have grown up and established homes for· - -
themselves. Meanwhile we taitgle with the problems of educating and preparing - - -
~for that dey - lmowing that there will come an end to it. 


AD. this, of course, is little more than(Common sense) It is this conscious· 


recognition of horizons m life w!;ich helps. make fiean:i.ngfu?J and {si gnifica!ii}the 


immediate tasks at hand. BUT WHAT ABOUT LJFE 18 FlNAL HORIZON? It 1 s rare these -
days that a person takes the same common-sense, conscious attitude toward the 


FlNAL HORIZON - the ! fact that one day he will diet 


One of the striking characteristics of our time is the absurd lengths to - -
1~ch we go to~p death§ut of sight) and €ut of mindJ There was a healthier 


and brighter day in the Church when death, along with the other basic facts of 


~e like ('fir~riag~aring children;} and€ sing a f~was openly


accepted as an integral part of life. The t urial ground surrounding the church, 


for example, stood in the center of the coI1DI1unity. It was there, and it was; 
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foolish and unnatural to try to avoid it. Moreover a mm was buried from the 


church - the same place where he was baptized and married and sat with his child.
a..-


ren on Sunday morning •••• Todey we hide our burial grounds on the outskirts of -
the town where we rarezy have to see them. And if we cannot actualzy hide them, 


we try to hide them behind euphemis~ like 6€:rorial ParkJ or EiOO"ry Garde~ 
so that the name, at least, will not carry with it too strong aftodor of death. 


We speak of our loved ones who have died as being deceased, or departed, or laid 
~~ 


to restr-.- but seldom, if~r, do you hear anyone come right out and say, 11 He 
~ 


died, died, died! 1t Both family and friends are victimized by these cruel W'AICES 


where everybody stands around and pretends that it hasn't happened: 11Doesn1t he 


A' .. Q~ J1bJ look natural?" - 11Didn 1t the undertaker do a fine job.11 - 11You 1d never lmow that 
Oo~~IS"~J 
~ ~.1~f~ W, h_; had been sick for so long or gone thr~ugh such suffering toi:i.ava w~nQ.l-11 ~ 
,(.:it JP~~,,~~ ~ .... .-Hf()A ~ 
~·~~i ~What ia more, to<!:l p~e are lieU8ti~ buried fran ~ funeral ho~ THIS IS 


~it"'_:.:-~.~· C~US! It's a place which is used for no other purpose and vlhere we never enteJ 
~~~ 
fl~ ~t at the time of death. It's as if there were a conspiracy to put dea"'lih 


LTJ.to parentheses - with all the{!i;autiful flowers~tificial grasS)at the ~ 


~te, <f;am rubber mattresseS) in the coffins, and what-not! Not long ago a woman 


told me: 11 Pastor, I can 1 t bear to come to church anymore • Everyti.me I come I -
think of my husband, (and I can 1t hold back the tears •11 He was buried from the 


~t;-~~ 
church - but I am if1 egmple~pat.ey wjth her and d,Q aot blame her at aJ.1, for 
~ 
the culture of our day has more or less forced her to try to pretend that death 


does not exist. This church - 'Where the funeral services were held - Tiill not 


letherrorcet. 7J,,f~~fr! ~~~ 
It is reported thatlWilliam Randolph HearstJwho accumulated vast9 and 


0_w_e_a_l_t~- in his lifetime would never allow an~e to use the word death in his 


presence. Much in our life today expresses the same taboo . We frankly aid open:cy -take into account every other horizon except the last one. And as a result there 


is ::1~der:cy-ing anxietYJwhich infects our lives - a nameless dread which often 


enough never even rises to the surface to be recognized for what it is until, 


perhaps, you happen to run squareJ.y into its arms when you least exp~et it. 
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Please do not misunderstand. It is fllOjmy intention to be morbid. ~e 


the opposite! If there is anything morbid about dea th it arises out of the re--
f~al to ffac; :§>and €~e it into accoU1$) The Christian faith is not morbid 


when it takes ~ f~J..r and operfl,r into account. The Christian Year provides 


several(restivali)when we are asked to face up to the fact of death. @i Sain;' 


!8!] for example, is one of them. It's a day when we recall not only those of th1 


f~ who (i.iVeJ]and @d)and now flli'e on eternalJ!~ A GREAT MlJDrITUDE WHICH NO MAN 


CAN NUMBER, OF ALL NATIONS AND KINDREDS AND PEOPLES AND TONGUES STANDING BEFORE 


THE THRONE •• • • - but it is also a dBi}' when we recall that we too shall one day - -
f~he FINAL HORIZON. So it is, ~o, wit~ As a matter af fact, ~ 
the Christian every dey in the year is bathed in the victorious glow of the re--
surrection f:rom the dead. Every Sunday - the first day of the week - is a cele--
bration of t~victory over death. 


And that brin@s us to the glory which we must know and see today as we cele-- -
brate the Feast of the Transfiguration . JESUS TOOK • •• PETER AND JAMES AND JOHN • •• 


AND LID THEM UP A HIGH MOUNTAIN APART. AND HE Wl1S TRil.JITSFIGURED BEFORE THEM, AND 


HIS FACE SHONE LIKE THE SUN, AND HIS GARMENTS BECAME WHITE AS LIGHT. AND BEHOlll, 


THERE APPEARED TO THEM MOSES AIIID ELIJAH, TALICTNG WITH HD!. ~tells us: 


what they talked about: they SPOKE OF HIS DEPARTURE, WHICH HE WAS TO ACCOMPLISH 


AT JERUSALEM . In other w~rds, they discussed His~ But here, on the Holy 


~t, there was ~ady the v~ of@ILL ANOTHER HORIZmijbeyond the ~ 
~N. ('f im.~ Pete§} with his striking capacity for saying the wrong thing at 


the right time, excla:imed: IT IS A GREAT '.mlNG THAT WE ARE HERE. JF YOU LIKE, I 


COUID PUT UP THREE SHELTERS, ONE EACH FOR YOU AND MOSES P.ND ELIJAH. Pe1~baf!s it 


·was a feeble attempt to get around this despressing taJ.k about death. Then there --
came @le Voice) from heaven: THIS IS MY BELOVED SON, WITH WHOM I AM WELL PIEASED; 


LIB TEN TO HIM. The &1orYJ the {majesty~ the Gerrifying holine~tbat surrounded 


~ - the striking realization that they were E me~~ me~rt:i men;J 


doomed to die - no wonder the disciples FELL ON THEIR FACES AND WERE FILLED WITH I 
FEAR. 


;-...._ 







~ 
When they came doVill from the mountain, Jesus announced to ~es: THE 


SON OF MAN IS TO BE DELIVERED INTO THE HANDS OF MEN, -~ID THEY WILL KILL HJM, AND 


HE -~IILL BE RAISED ON THE THIRD DAY. And, we are told, THEY WERE GREATLY DISTRESS· 


ED . Nevertheless, they pressed on to Jerusalem and the horrible crucifixion. 


They took Him down from the Cross - dead, dead, deadl The FINAL HORIZON had come 


for ltim just as it comes to all of us. And it is only as we face the fact that 


death, the last en~, came fer Him that the Glory of the Transfiguration and the 


Joy of Easter can mean mzything to us. The last enemy has been conquered -@) 
has raised Hm up from death to life again - the FINAL HORIZOH! ' has been overcome 


- there is a{newJand@orioUBJ HORIZON1.on the other side of the grave that cannot 


be held backl 


There is a healthy realism about the Bible. It doesn 1t hide from any of the 


facts of life. It loolcs f:Wery single one o~em squarely in the eye, takes them 


all into account - sin, death, suffering - and then announces triumphantly: THE 


IDRD GOD OMNIPOTENT REIGNETH! That is why, contrary to what a lot of people s~ 


to believe, the earliest Christians ditlr§'Y go arrund talking about what a(wondei-


"!;J]and §S"elfisb]life this Pesus of NazarethJ~d before He died. The earliest ' 


sermons did{nOj} content themselves with exhortations to live the Sermon on the 


Mount and practice the Golden Rul e and try to live as Christ lived. Not at all. -
The record is perfectly clear on this. The earliest Christian sermons announced -
the ~ctory of the resurrection over death. They were realists. There was no 


.:<:/ 
sense telling people to live g~od live and love their neighbors until the lurking - -
[~etY} in every man's life - DEATH - had been brought out into the open and 


dealt 'With. &imon Peter~this .tme s~g the right thing at the right time, give 


us one of numerous examples: WE DID NOT FOLLOW CLEVERLY DEVISED MYTHS WHEN WE MADE -
KNO\VW TO YOU THE POWER AND CDMING OF OUR LORD JESUS CHRIST, BUT WE WEHE EYEWIT


l\TESSES OF HIS MAJESTY. FOR WHEN HE RECEIVED HONOR AND GI.DRY FROM GOD THE FATHER 


AND THE VOICE WAS BORNE TO HIM BY THE MAJESTIC GLORY, 11 THIS IS MY BEI.OVED SON, 


WITH \\HOM I .AM VlELL PIEASED, 11 WE HEARD THIS VOICE BORNE FROM HEAVEN, FOR WE WERE 


WITH HIM ON THE HOLY MOUNTAIN. AND VIE HAVE THE PROPHE.'TIC WORD MADE MORE SURE. 







YOU WILL DO WELL TO PAY ATTENTION TO TH IS AS TO A LAMP SHINmG IN A DARK PLACE, 


UNTil., THE DAY DAWNS AND THE MORNJNG STAR RISES IN YOUR HEARTS. 


There you have it - the HORIZOM above and beyond the grave itself - the -- - .--... ------
dcmning of a new day - THE POTIER AND OOMJNG OF OUR IDRD JESUS CHRIST. The 


Christian life might well be described as the art of living with death. And therE 


~ no completely satisfying way of life apart from that. so(st. Pa@ can write 


exultingly about life here and now, WE ARE MORE THAM CONQUERORS, because he was -
also persuaded that the last enemy -@"ea~- had been conquered. It is a fabuloUf 


and al.most unbelievable assertion. But it is truth. And you will 101ow it is 


true when the Lord comes and touches you and says: RISE AND HAVE NO FEAR . Amen. 








, :_J. The Feast of the Transfiguration 
• f


1 l Rolling Meadows - 1977 
Rev. Car 1 F • Thrun 


I, • 
J I IN NOMINE JESU 


, 


\...__) ST • LUXB 9 : 28-36 


In a 1976 survey of YOUNG ADULTS, George Gallup Jr. found that MO~T~~~ 


sampling reported having a specific "religious or mystical experience ."/\ RELIGIOUS or 


MYSTICAL EXPERIENCES cover a lot of WATERFRONT like VIS IONS, APPARITIONS, SURPRIS I~ 


FORESIGHl', DEEP PERSONAL FEELIOOS ---- but 30% is a w:r OF YOUR; PEOPU:. -- and I, for 


one, am not ready to assume that most of them were DRUG-INDUCED. 


The lessons for this FEAST OF THE TRANSFIGURATION CF OUR I.ORD have to do with DAZZLIOO, 


OUT-OF-THIS-WORU> EXPERIENCES. In Deuteronomy MOSES is led to the top of MOUNr 


PISGAH and is shown all the land assured to ABRAHAM, ISAAC, JACOB and their descen-


dants. At the age of 120 the prophet's OWN GOOD~ feast on the GLORIOUS VISION. 


And then he disappears into the VALLEY CIF MOAB. But the GLORIOUS VISION lasts as 


JOSHUA takes over and the PROPIJt remember the STR083 HAND and the TERRIBE DEEDS which 


MOSES did to proclaim the GI.ORY CF THE LORD to PHARAOIH in Egypt. 


In 2 Corinthians ST. PAUL explains that the GLORIOUS LIGHl' OF THE GOSPEL as it is seen 


h \\. 
in the FACE OF CHRIST is VEIIBD only to those whose UNBELIEVltf3 MINDS are BLINDED 


by the "GOD OF THIS WORID • " GOD GIVES THE VIS ION and He GIVES S IGHl' TO SEE THE VIS ION 


-- but it is possible to MISS THE VIS ION, to MISS SEEIOO "THE LIGHI' OF THE GOSPEL OF 
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THE GLORY OF CHRIST, WHO IS THE LIKENESS OF GOD ." To have BYES TO SEE and NOT TO SE$ 


is TRAGEDY of the FIRST WATER. To CHOOSE DARKNESS is STUPIDITY as well as SIN ••••••• 


~ 
For as surely as the LIGHT first Mewri in the DARKNESS OF EARTHLY CHAOS -- so surely 


the GLORIOUS VIS ION is meant to shine in OUR HEARTS • We are meant to know GOD'S 


GLORIOUS PRESENCE in the FACE, NAME, LIFE, DEATH, ARE RESURRECTION of the CHOSEN ONE, 


JBSUS CHRIST. ~-'!:';~ :-:::::::,, and HBARD, LIVED . and SEEN. 


So it is in St. Luke that we find SIX MEN ON A MOUNrAIN. One of them, of course, is 


the GOD-MAN HIMSEIF. Then there appeared two others -- MOSES AND ELIJAH -- both of 


whom were LONG DEAD. Added to these three were the THREE DISCIPIES -- frightened out 


of their wits by the BRILLIANr LIGHT and OVERSHADOWING CLOUD and the STROW, CIEAR 


V2!9! of the O~ who ~H~.~ HISJBN.,SpN to be the WORD THAT IS HEARD: ''THIS IS MY SON 


WHOM I HAVE CHOSEN. LISTEN TO HJM." 


Bear in mind that it was CUSTOMARY in those days for SPIRITUAL MASTERS to SEEK 


SOLITUDE in order to PRAY or MEDITATE. And such SPIRITUAL MASTERS would usually take 


SEVERAL DISCIPIES along in order to insure that their PRIVACY would not be disturbed. 


This PRIVACY was not just regarded as a CONVENIENCE FOR THE TEACHER -- but also for 


the SAFETY CF OTHBRS. It was said that when the MASTER BEGAN TO PRAY and COMMUNE. WITH 


GOD, GREAT POWERS WE.RB UNIEASHED in the area -- POWERS strong enough to be SEEN and 
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FE.LT -- even strong enough TO DO INJURY to UNSUSPEt:TING PERSONS •••••• Remember that 


when MOSES came down from Mr. SINAI his FACE was BLAZING WITH SUCH AN INI'ENSE LIGHI' 


- . I 'l~ 
that he bad to;v:/;:lf~'."_' ~:! ;::v;J:G;:j/ &rA£d1 ~ 
~ ::z:;;;::;~. 11 


There was also another reason why SPIRrrUAL MASTERS took their DISCIPU:S with them 


into solitude. Occasionally there would be something that the MASTER would want to 


PASS ON in a SPECIAL WAY -- something he wanted his followers to SEE., or KNOW, or BE 


ABIE TO VERIFY with their OWN EXPERIENCE. 


What JESUS' DISCIPLES SAW AND BXPBRIRNCED was something they later related with 


LIT!RAL and DIRliCT LANGUAGE. They did not at all regard this experience as some sort 


of HALLUCINATION, or FANTACY, or HYPNGrIC TRANCE. Rather, this was the REVELATION 


that " JESUS IS THE CHRIST !" And the appearance of MOSES AND ELIJAH is especially 


S IGNIF ICANI' • Among a 11 the prophets , these two were considered the CHIEF FIGURES - - -


MOSES, the BUIIJ>ER OF THB NATION and the LAW GIVER -- and ELI.JAB, the PROPHET OF THE 


SOUL. • •••• The fact that JESUS was approached by THBSE; TWO FIGURES showed that He 


was Nar ONLY A PROPHET Himself -- but stood at the VERY SUMMrr of the SPIRrrUAL 


HIERARCHY. It meant that ALL OF THE LEGIONS OF ANGE~ and ALL THE POWERS CR GOD were 


at His coumand ~ 
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St. Luke says that all of this was witnessed just as JESUS was about to SET OUT FOR 


JERUSAU:M. The DISCIPIBS were AFRAID TO IBT HIM GO. They knew what might be in store 


for Him. And this REVELATION at the TRANSFIGURATION probably did not alter those 


FBARS very much •••••• But NOW the DISCIPIES were carrying with them a PIECE OF 


INFORMATION TOO AWESOME even to repeat --- and that was that whatever was going to 


happen to JESUS, it would ~ just be the ISOLATED TRAGEDY or the ISOLATED TRIUMPH of 


a SINGIB MAN! Rather, it would be an BVENr INVOLVI?E THE WHOIB CREATION! It would 


not be an ACCIDBNrAL EVENT~ It would be AN ACT CF GOD~ 


And so it is that JESUS leaves the GLORY CF THE MOUNrAIN TOP. Strengthened by His 


conversation with MOSES and ELIJAH and by the ~SURIM; VOICE. CF HIS FATHER, He sets 


out a a:onghthe LONG and BITTER road to the CROSS. He SUFFERS, and DIES, and CRYS : " MY 


GOD, MY GOD, WHY HAST THOU FORSAKEN ME? " --- but in the PASSION and RESURRECTION of 


JESUS CHRIST the VERY AND ULTIMATE GLORY CF GOD is revealed. No wonder the SUN HID , 


and the EARTH SHIVEBED, and the CURTAINS SPLIT! This ,!!!. the GLORY OF THE LORD -- FOR 


US and FOR OUR SALVATION! This .!!. the VISION OF PARADISE REGAINED -- the GLORY OF 


THE PROMISED LAND FLOWING WITH MILK AND BONEY! Just think of it -- WE ARE REDEEMED, 


RESTORED, FORGIVEN! ALL ETBRNlTY IS OURS~ NOTHING SHALL "SEPARATE US FROM THE LOVE 


OF GOD WHICH IS IN CHRIST JESUS, OUR LORD ." CATCH THE: VIS ION! Don 1 t be ashamed or 


embarrassed. CATCH THE VISION~ Amen. 








THE TRANSFIGURATION OF OUR LORD 
February 17, 1985 
Faith/Mundelein, IL 


II Cori nthians 3: 12 - 4 : 2 


REV. CARL F. THRUN 


IN NOMINE JESU 


To give you just a little background on the controversy surrounding this text --


St. Paul is taking off after a group of Jewish-Christian missionaries who held 


the Torah and Moses in high esteem. They contended that after his encounter 


with God on Mt. Sinai, Moses' face shown so brightly that he had to put a veil 


over his face because the people would not have been able to bear the 


brightness of it. Moreover these missionaries considered thenselves, and only 


themselves, to be in possession of the Spirit -- and that the veil was being 


1 i fted now as they reflected and shared and preached the glory of Moses and the 


Law. In other words, they had a corner on God's Glory given to Moses on Sinai. 


Against these missionaries Paul argues that Moses had used the veil to prevent 


the Israelites from realizing that the glory reflected on his face was fading. 


The veil, in other words, was a means of deception, used to cover up the 


incompleteness of the Old Covenant. But now, Paul declares, the Old Covenant 


given to Moses is swallowed up by the New Covenant in Jesus Christ. Make no 


mistake about it, Paul asserts, the truth that came by Moses was accurate and 


great, but it was only partial. The truth that comes in Jesus Christ is full, 


final, complete. As William Barclay put it, "When the sun has risen, the lamps 


cease to be of use." 


That's a brief explanation of what was going on here at Corinth. But for our 


mutual edification on this Feast of the Transfiguration of our Lord, I want you 


to zero in with me on the 1 ast sentence of the first paragraph : "AND BECAUSE 
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FOR US THERE IS NO VEIL OVER THE FACE, WE ALL REFLECT AS IN A MIRROR THE 


SPLENDOR OF THE LORD; THUS WE ARE TRANSFIGURED INTO HIS LIKENESS, FROM 


SPLENDOUR TO SPLENDOUR; SUCH IS THE INFLUENCE OF THE LORD WHO IS SPIRIT •11 


WOW! What a responsi bi 1 i ty ! Do others see in us this 11 SPLENDOR OF THE LORD 11
, 


this 11 TRANSFIGURATION INTO HIS LIKENESS?11 Is it possible for others to see 
cvs;i,:P~~I ~ 


reflected on our face}\ SERENITY, TRANQUILITY, that PEACE ~JHICH PASSES 


UNDERSTAND, not only in good days but in bad? How well are we doing at being 


"LITTLE CHRISTS 11
, 


11 CHRIST REFLECTORS", 11 SHOWING FORTH THE PRAISES OF HIM WHO 


CALLED US OUT OF DARKNESS INTO HIS MARVELOUS LIGHT? 11 


fh,l'-i ~r 
11 FOR US THERE IS NO VEIL OVER THE FACE! 11


/ Really? We speak of great questions 


like ABORTION AND CONSERVATION and the DANGERS OF NUCLEAR POWER -- and of what 


we think may be the Christian answers to such questions. If we get more 


personal about it, we speak of problems we've had -- PROBLEMS WITH CHILDREN AND 


OLD AGE, PROBLEMS WITH SEX AND MARRIAGE, ETHICAL PROBLEMS -- and of Christian 


solutions to these problems or at least of Christian ways of viewing them. And 


yet -- to carry this a step farther -- when it comes right down to our own real 


stories -- stories about what lies beneath all our other problems -- which is 


the PROBLEM OF BEING HUMAN, the PROBLEM OF TRYING TO HOLD FAST SOMEHOW TO 


CHRIST when so much of the time it is as if Christ had never existed ••••• TO 


TAKE OFF THE VEIL - to TELL THE STORY of WHO WE REALLY ARE -- and of the BATTLE 


BETWEEN LIGHT AND DARK, BETWEEN BELIEF AND UNBELIEF, BETWEEN SIN AND GRACE that 


is waged within all of us -- well, we FEEL UNEASY ABOUT THAT and would RATHER 


KEEP THE VEIL. 


/kt,e-P~ 
"THERE IS NO VEIL OVER THE FACE" -- "WE ALL REFLECT AS IN A MIRROR THE SPLENDOR 


OF THE LORD" - "WE ARE TRANSFIGURED INTO HIS LIKENESS, FROM SPLENDOR TO 
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SPLENDOR." REALLY? A JEHOVAH'S ~JITNESS appears on our doorstep -- or SOMEBODY 


WHO'S "GOTTEN RELIGION" corners you at a party, and embarrassing questions are 


asked in an embarrassing language. 11 HAVE YOU BEEN BORN AGAI N?" HAVE YOU 


ACCEPTED JESUS CHRIST AS YOUR PERSONAL LORD AND SAVIOR?" And, 11 YES, YES 11 you 


wan t to say - HALF HUMILIATED, HALF APPALLED AND IRRITATED -- TORN IN A DOZEN 


DIRECTIONS at once by the 11 DIRECTNESS 11 and 11 CORN 11 of it -- TONGUE-TIED! You 


wouldn 1 t be caught dead using such language yourself -- but OH JESUS, YES! In 


some sense your answer is and has to be YES -- though to be asked it out of the 


blue that way -- by a stranger you'd never have opened the door to if you'd 


known what he was after - makes your BLOOD RUN COLO. Nevertheless, the reality 
~-.f!:t;, )~ 


is l\t~at you are "TRANSFIGURED INTO THE LIKENESS OF CHRIST!" YOU BELONG TO 


HIM! HE BELONGS TO YOU! HE IS WHERE YOU ARE HEADED! 


The STORY AND PERSONHOOD OF JESUS which we are to reflect is FULL OF DARKNESS 


AS WELL AS LIGHT. It is a STORY OF MYSTERY we must never assume we 


understand! At the heart of it, it comes to us who are BREATHLESS and BROKEN 


with UNSPEAKABLE BEAUTY - and yet, it is BY NO MEANS A PRETTY STORY. Still 


that is the way we SO OFTEN PRESENT IT and REFLECT IT. WE SAND DOWN THE ROUGH 


EDGES. WE PLAY DOWN OBSCURITIES ANO CONTRADICTIONS. WHAT WE CAN'T EXPLAIN, WE 


EXPLAIN AWAY! WE SET JESUS FORTH AS CLEAR-EYED ANO NOBEL-BROWED - whereas the 


chances are He can't have been anything but OLD BEFORE HIS TIME once the world 


started working Him over -- and once the world was through, HIS CLEAR EYES 


SWOLLEN SHUT and HIS NOBLE BROW AS MUCH A SHAMBLES as the rest of Him. 


HE WAS BORN, the story begins - the BARN THAT NEEDS CLEANING, the SAGGING 
c'(,JV 


STEPS, the SWADDLING CLOTHES -- and there were times when we have to FORGET all 


about the ANGELS and SHEPHERDS and STAR of it, I think, and just let the BIRTH 


AS A BIRTH BE WONDER ENOUGH -- which, heaven help us, it is! •••• Into a WORLD 
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that has NEVER BEEN FAMOUS for TAKING SPECIAL CARE of the NAKED and HELPLES~ 


HE WAS born in the SAME OLD WAY to the SAME OLD END -- and in all likelihood, 


HOWLED BLOODY MURDER with the rest of us when they got the BREATH GOING IN HIM 


and He sensed more or less what He was in for •••• An OLD MAN in the TEMPLE 


PREDICTED GREAT THINGS FOR HIM but TERRIBLE THINGS FOR THE MOTHER who loved 


Him ••••• He got LOST IN THE CITY AND WORRIED HIS PARENTS SICK ••• JOHN BAPTISED 


HIM in the river and WONDERED AFTERWARDS IF HE'D CHOSEN THE RIGHT MAN •.•. IT 


WASN'T SATAN who TEMPTED HIM then, because for the REST OF HIS LIFE just about 


EVERYBODY TEMPTED HIM -- HIS BEST FRIEND, HIS DISCIPLES, HIS MOTHER AND 


BROTHERS, HIS ENEMIES. They, all of them, TEMPTED HIM one way or another NOT 


TO GO OFF THE DEEP ENO but to STAY ON THE BEARABLE SURFACE OF THINGS -- to WORK 


MIRACLES YOU COULD SEE WITH YOUR EYES -- to FEED HUNGERS YOU COULD FEEL IN YOUR 


BELLY -- TO HEAL THE SICKNESS OF THE FLESH YOU COULD TOUCH -- TO BE A POWER 


AMONG POWERS -- and to AVOID THE POWERLESS, THE SINFUL, THE DEADBEATS, like the 


plague in favor of the OUTWARDLY RIGHTEOUS, the PUBLICLY PIOUS. 


This, nonetheless, is the SPLENDOR OF HIS LIFE -- the SPLENDOR WE ARE CALLED 


UPON TO REFLECT AND MIRROR! He made PRECIOUS FEW FRIENDS and a MOB OF 


ENEMIES. He TAUGHT in a way that ALMOST NOBODY EITHER UNDERSTOOD OR WANTED TO 


RISK UNDERSTANDING -- LEAST OF ALL THE ONES WHO WERE CLOSEST TO HIM. AND IN 


THE END THEY GOT HIM! And FORGET all the GRIM PARAPHERNALIA of HIS DEATH 


because the OBSCENITY and the HORROR have LONG SINCE BEEN RITUALIZED out 


it •••• THEY GOT HIM! - that 1 s all! HE WASN'T SPARED A DAMNED THING! IT WAS 


AWFUL BEYOND TELLING - GOD-AWFUL! 


AND THEN IT HAPPENED! 


However we try to EXPLAIN IT - However we try at ALL COSTS TO AVOID HAVING TO 
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EXPLAIN IT because it was SO LONG AGO and SEEMS SO WILD and CRAZY -- WHATEVER 


WORDS we can find for TELLING THE STORY or for WATERING IT DOWN -- WHAT 


HAPPENED WAS THAT HE WASN'T DEAD ANYMORE! HE WAS NOT A GHOST! By comparison, 


it IS WE who are THE GHOSTS ••.• The WORST WE KNOW OF DARKNESS - any of us - was 


SPLIT IN TWO LIKE AN ATOM. The EXPLOSION SHOOK HISTORY TO ITS ROOTS! THE FALL


OUT CONTINUES TO THIS DAY - FALLS IMPERCEPTIBLY, WITHOUT A SOUND -- LIKE SNOW --


'1.JJ LIKE LIGHT! ONLY IT IS NOT DEATH-DEALING. It is LI FE-DEALING. YOU AND I are 
~l..i 


;( ~~ HERE IN THIS PLACE Nm/ because of WHAT LITTLE LIFE IT DEALT US.1"< And because 


this story of Jesus is NOW OUR OWN STORY - 11 FOR US THERE IS NO VEIL OVER THE 


FACE" anymore -- "WE ALL REFLECT AS IN A MIRROR THE SPLENDOR OF THE LORD" -


"THUS WE ARE TRANSFIGURED INTO HIS LIKINESS, FROM SPLENDOR TO SPLENDOR" -- SUCH 


IS THE INFLUENCE OF THE LORD WHO IS SPIRIT! 11 


We HAVE IT IN US to BE CHRISTS to EACH OTHER! We HAVE IT IN US to WORK 


MIRACLES OF LOVE and HEALING as well as to have them WORKED UPON US. \~e HAVE 


IT IN US to BLESS WITH HIM and to FORGIVE WITH HIM and HEAL WITH HIM -- and 


ONCE IN A WHILE MAYBE EVEN to GRIEVE WITH SOME MEASURE OF HIS GRIEF at 


ANOTHER'S PAIN and to REJOICE WITH SOME MEASURE OF HIS REJOICING at ANOTHER'S 


JOY -- ALMOST AS IF IT WERE OUR OWN. WE ARE, YOU SEE, "TRANSFIGURED~ 
LIKENESS, FROM SP LENDOR TO SPLENDOR" Amen. 








THE TRANSFIGUTATION OF OUR LORD 
HOLY CROSS -- 11993 


ST. MATTHEW 17 : 1-9 


REV. CARL F. THRUN 


IN NOMINE JESU 


GOING HOME 


About a hundred years ago before the DAWN of the TWENTIETH CENTURY, ANTON DVORAK came to 


America to seek in the BEAUTY of the GREAT MOUNTAINS and the FERTILE PLAINS the inspir


ation for a NEW SYMPHONY. Strangely enough, he did NOT find it in the NATURAL BEAUTY of 


our beloved country. He DID FIND IT, however, in the WIERD CHANTS amd WAILING SONGS of 
~ 


the PLANTAION 1 IBLACK SLAVES. These he em~.@«!· in his famous 11 NEW WORLD SYMPHONY, 11 the 


LARGO of which are those familiar words, 11 GOING HOME!" In a few magnificent MINOR CHORDS 


O~vorak gave voice to the UNIVERSAL LONGING of the HUMAN HEART for H 0 M E -- a place 


where you know that YOU ARE LOVED NOT because of WHAT YOU DO but because YOU ARE YOUr-


the long i ng for ONE CORNER OF THE WORLD where there is TENDERNESS and SECURITY! 


Do you have such a HOME? If you do, THANK GOD FOR IT! If you do Nor., you have tost 


something that is HIGH AND HOLY. The GREAT ROAD OF LIFE stretches out before you -- BITTEF 


AND COLD -- with NO PROMISE OF SAFETY or T~NDERNESS or PEACE ....... ~~ek after week I 


work with s~ople at CHARTER HOSPITAL. I can tell ;ou there is .NOTHING more HEART


WRENCHING, more HEART-RENDIN~ 


If you have a HOME in which CHRIST DWELLS, HANG ON TO THAT with all the STRENGTH and MIGHT 


God gives /y.atU ALL TOO SOON it will all come to an END. To repeat an old cliche, 11 IT 


IS BETTER TO KISS THE FACE OF THE LIVING THAN TO THROW FLOWERS ON THE COFFINS OF THE DEAD 


WITH AN ACHE IN YOUR HEART, 11 because you refused to love when your loved ones were: ~stil 1 


in the way with you. 


GOING HOME! On this side of ETERNITY it will remain true that YOU WILL GET OUT OF LIFE 


AND HOME EXACTLY WHAT YOU PUT INTO IT. You will be CHERISHED and REMEMBERED for what ·: 


by THE POWER OF THE HOLY SPIRIT you have done for others. WE will all find HAPPINESS 


and FULFILLMENT if we carry in OUR MEMORIES a few hours of GLADNESS and JOY -- the 


MEMORY of NEW FRIENDSHIPS and BLESSED COMPANIONSHIPS. Add to this the D~MENSION of our 
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NEW COMPANIONSHIP WITH GOD -- a NEW MEASURE OF FAITH -- a NEW GLIMPSE OF THE ETERNAL --


a NEW VISION OF THE SELFLESS, CHRIST-INSPIR[D 1 DEVOTION which causes us t o SHINE LIKE THE 


STARS in the MIDNIGHT OF THE WORLD. 


JESUS ascends the MOUNT OF TRANSFIGURATION to gain c STRENGTH and ASSURANCE for 


what Ii~ ahead of Him. ([bis, by the way, has to be one of the PRIMARY REASONS for our 


own QUIET TIMES of PRAYER AND MEDITATION -- to GAIN STRENGTH FOR WHAT LIES AHEAD~ JESUS 


knows ONLY TOO WELL that trne WAY HOME and the ROAD BACK TO GOD will be WET WITH THE TEARS 


OF SUFFERING! And He knows also that TEARS AND SUFFERING are the lot of all those who 


choose to FOLLOW HIM! He makes no bones about it. "IF ANY MAN WOULD COME AFTER ME, LET 


HIM DENY HIMSELF AND TAKE UP HIS CROSS AND FOLLOW ME!" 


He is speaking of our own LITTLE CROSSES -- our own PARTICULAR DISAPPOINTMENTS -- our 


own PERSONAL SORROWS. He SEES THEM and He PITIES! These PERSONAL CROSSES He asks us to 


BEAR on our ROAD ·HOME -- our WAY BACK TO GOD! PAIN AND SORROW may well be GOD 1 S TOOL of 
4 


WRATH AND PUNISHMENT -- but they can also bei MOST POWERFUL PURIFYING INSTRUMENT wielded 


by the LOVE OF HEAVEN! ••...• Do we not all know of someone who has been TRANSFIGURED 


NOT by the radiance of JOY AND PLEASURE ~l but by the PATIENT BEARING of a CROSS OF SORROW? 


How many HARD HEARTS have been made TENDER by the FLAMING FURNACES OF SUFFERING? 


Both for JESUS and for US there is this GLIMPSE OF HOME -- of PARADISE REGAINED! "HIS 


FACE SHONE LIKE THE SUN, 11 Matthew tells us, 11 AND HIS GARMENTS BECAME WHITE AS LIGHT." 


MOSES and ELIJAH were made visible -- and they were TALKING TO HIM! There was a BRIGHT 


CLOUD overshadowing Him and out of it a VOICE saying, 11 THIS IS MY BELOVED SON, WITH WHOM 


I AM WELL PLEASED; LISTEN TO HIM~l 11 PETER and JAMES and JOHN who witnessed the scene 


"FELL ON THEIR FACES, AND WERE OVERGOME WITH FEAR! 11 


Even without the VOICE FROM THE CLOUD to explain it, they had NO DOUBT what they were 


witnessing. It was JESUS OF NAZARETH all right -- the MAN they had tramp~ed MANY A 


DUSTY MILE with -- Whose MOTHER AND BROTHERS they knew-- the One they had seen AS HUNGRY 
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AND TIRED AND FOOTSORE as the rest of them. But it was also the MESSIAH -- THE CHRIST --
·~ 


IN HIS GLORY! It was the HOLINESS OF THEri!MAN g.Rfftg through -HIS HUMANNESS -- His FACE 


SO AFIRE WITH IT that they were ALMOST BLINDED. It was the EXPERIENCE OF HEAVEN, OF 


HOME! No wonder they wanted to stay! 


Heaven was very near to earth. The RUSTLE OF ANGEt)I WINGS was heard over the MOUNT~INTOP~ 


OF JUDEA for the first time since they had been heard among the STARS OF BETHLEHEM. IT 


WAS OUR LORD'S GREATEST HOUR HERE ON EARTH! And WHAT DOES HE DO? .•..... RENEIWED 


AND REFRESHED -- STRENGTHENED AND FORTIFIED -- He comes down~ Mountain to help 


an~ EPILEPTIC BOY!! Instead of the VOICES OF MOSES AND ELIJAH, there is now the UPROAR 


AND CONFUSION OF THE CROWD, and instead of the PEACE OF HEAVEN AND OF HOME, t here are the 


TeRRIBLE CONT~IONS OF THIS PITIFUL BOYl' JESUS reaches out to HELP HIM ------ and then 


He SETS HIS FACE LIKE FLINT to go to JERUSALEM, where He will CLIMB ANOTHER MOUNTAIN --


ca 11 ed CA IL VARY ! 


Our times of PRAYER AND WORSHIP are SPLENDED AND REFRESHING to be sure -- times when the 


WORLD seems to FALL AWAY and the HIGH TOWERS OF GOD AND ETERNITY appear nearer and 


dearer than ever before. If we catch but a PASSING GLIMPSE of the ETERNAL BEAUTIES AND 


GLORIES behind the DARK AND DANK PLACES OF LIFE, we are BLESSED INDEED! But then, 
~~ Pf!/ 


following the example of ~s, we must be OVERWHELMED with a SENS~COURAGE AND DETER-


MINATION to HELP AND SUPPORT at least ONE OTHER HUMAN BEING to catch the VISION of the 


HIGH ALTARS OF LOVE AND FAITH AND DEVOTION - - someone who will THROW THEIR ARMS AROUND 


US when finally we GET HOME! 


Again, JESUS is NOT a SAVIOR Who remains on the TRANSCENDENT AND TRANSFIGURING MOUNTAIN 


-- UNSTJHNED by HUMAN HISTORY -- and BEYOND THE REACH OF ALL THE SUFFERPNG of our TRAGIC 


and SIN-FILLED EXISTENCE. NO! He LEAPS into the RAGING ~RENT of our lives --


strugg4ing against the SAME TERRIBLE ODDS -- determined to SAVE US even if it COSTSilHIM 


His own Life. He wants us to come back HOME WITH HIM -- SAFE AND SECURE! He knows that 


finally and at last HIS DEATH will be NOTHING compared with THE LIFE that will SPRING 


FROM IT like WHEAT FROM A BURIED SEED! 







~ 
It remains only for us ON OUR JOURNEY HOM to SING THE SONG OF STEPHEN -- the great 


singer of the EARLY LATIN CHURCH! 


IF I FIND HIM, IF I FOLLOW, 
WHAT SHALL I GAIN HERE? 


MANY A SORROW, MANY A BURDEN, MANY A TEAR. 
IF I STILL HOLD CLOSELY TO HIM, 


WHAT HATH HE AT LAST? 
SORROW OVER, LABOR ENDED, JORDAN 1PAST. 
IF I STILL HOLD CLOSELY TO HIM, 


IS HE SURE TO BLESS? 
ANGELS , PROPHETS, SAINTS, AND MARTYRS 


ANSWER YES! 


4 








FEi.ST OF THE TRANSFIGURATION 
Rolling Meadows - 1965 


IN NOMINE JESU 


Rev. Carl F. Thrun 


2 Peter 1: 16-18 For we did not follow clever}Jr devised myths when we made 
lmown to you the power and coming of our Lord Jesus Christ, 


but we were eyewitnesses of His majesty. For when He received honor and glory 
from God the Father and the Voice was borne to Him by the Majestic Glory, 11'ehis 
is My beloved Son, with whom I am well pleased," we heard this voice borne from 
heaven, for we were with Him on the holy mountain. 


HOW CAN I BE SURE? 


Agnosticism is regarded by many today as the si8f1 of real int~lligence, 
z# ~Cd~~CC'i£r-... ;:f 4'.b.µ_,t'd/:,fd 


This is the philosophy which SB\Y"S that neth-i-ng ean he known with eil't~y -
-f,o>e-#-fiP-J-L.:V«.:/t ~r.fi.1,-1./i-.Q tc/.tth~ij· 


nething :i:s absolntely-sure. There ma\Y" be a Gad; there may not - we don't know.. 


Christ may be the Son of God; He may not - we don't know. There may be a here-


after; there may not - we don't lmow. With such an agnostic outlook on life 


many peibple have identified themselves; with the Church of Jesus Christ. They arE 


not sure about God, or Christ, ar the truth of the Sariptures - but they want to 


be on the winning side just in case it does happen to be true - or elie they g«> 


their awn wa:y, claiming that they cannot be convinced. Unsure of 6-ad::or: of.: them· 


selves, they are of all men most miserable. Martin Luther once said that nothing 


in the world causes so much misery as uncertainlzy-. We want to be sure, but we 


cannot be sure. We want to be sure about what we are doing, about our faith, 


about the loyalty of our fiiends, about the things we plan and the things we buy, 


about the future. We want to be sure, but we are not certain that we can be sure 


In a world like ours, where people can be sure of nothing but death and 


taxes, is there arry good reason for complete faith in God? Is there any hope of 


achieving certainty through faith in God when the failure of so many cure-alls 


offered for the ills of the world has led to so much disillusionment and down-


right despair? I am here to tell you that there is good reason, and there isi 


hope. The reason and the hope are all in Jesus Christ. To Him the apostles 


pointed as they proclaimed the beginning of a new age in history: We did not 


follow cleverly devised myths when we made known to you the power and coming of 


our Lord Jesus Christ, but we were eyewitnesses of His majesty. For when He 


received honor and glory from God the Father, and the Voice was borne to Him by 


the majestic glory, 11This is My beloved Son with whom I am well pleas ea, 11 we 
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heard this Voi ce borne from heaven, for we were with Him on the ho~ mountaino 


The apostle Peter was talking about the scene of the Mount of Trans


figuration witnessed by himself together with James and John. These three men 


were chosen by our Lord to accompany Him to the place where His divine majesty 


was disclosed in a remarkable way. His face shone like the sun, and His clothing 


took on a splendor more brilliant than the sparkling sunlight on the sn<J\Ys of the 


mountain. There could be no mistake about it: The Man they knew was more than a 


man. What they saw was not an hallucination or a IIl!!ee apparition. Out of the 


heavens there came a Voice, This is My beloved Son with Whom I am will pleased -


a Voice they distinctly heard when they were with Him on the holy mountain. He 


was God, and yet fully a Man, presently engaged in conversation with two worthies 


from the ancient past, Moses and Elijah, regarding the great moment when He 


should make His exodus from the world. It was no fable, no cleverly devised 


myth, this divine revelation of the power and coming of Jesus Christ, which Peter 


preached. We were eyewitnesses of His majesty. 


Someone has said that the Church has always consisted of four different 


groups. There are the 5,000 on the outside looking in, curious, watching the 


miracles, listening to the sermons, but not quite convinced, remaining un


committed. There are the 70 conunitted people who go out two by two and return 


delighted by their accomplishments, but not quite sure that their names are 


written in the Book of Life. Then there are the 12, the inner circle, totally 


connnitted to the faith of Christ. Finally there are the 3 - Peter, Janes, and 


John - the eyewitnesses of His majesty who heard the Voice from the highest 


heaven when they were with Him on the holy mountain. It bas always been the pur


pose of the Church to issue a call to the millions to join the 5,000 - to come 


and see; to bring as many as possilb e of the 5,000 into the company of the 70; 


as many as possible of the 70 into the 12; as many as possilbe of the 12 into 


the 3. 
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Faith in Christ works. It is a transfiguring and transforming ex


perience once it has become sure, as faith must be if it is to be faith at all. 


Faith lmows what can be lmown in no other way. Faith knows Christ, who can be 


known in no other way. Faith is commitment. It does not belong to those who 


insist upon standing outside looking in, wistfully hopev'i-or some miracle or sign. 


Faith requires the irretrievable step of commitment, of f'u.11 trust that makes the 


promise of certainty a reality. 


A friend and former roommate of mine is pastor of a church in Florida. 


Many times he has issued the invitation: Come and visit us; the temperature is 


in the 80 1s most of the time. The water is warm, and the swimming is wonderful. 


I can imagine the situation, but to really lmow what my friend is talking about, 


I shall have to pack up, go to Florida, and get into the water to find out how. 


truly wonderful the swimming really is. Onq then will I be able to say, Yes 1 


i t' s true . So it is with the Christian faith. To some skeptics of His own time, 


wondering how He could be so sure of Himself and of His teaching, our Lord said: 


My doctrine is not Mine, but His that sent Me . If any man will do His will, he 


shall lmow of the doctrine whether it be of God or whether I speak of Myself. 


Inner certainty the comes from Christian faith belongs to those who are wi:i.J.ling 


to take the plunge, to commit themselves to believe and to do. 


Someone may say, Isn't that horribly subjective and terribly personal? 


How can you be sure that it isn't just imagination? No, answers St. Peter, it 


isn't imagination. We saw, and we are telling you exactly what we saw. Christ 


is God. This is not a myth we concocted. Nor is it an inner experience that 


happened to us because we are more sensitive than others. We were eyewitnesses 


to His majesty, and the glory of it belongs to you as much as it belongs to us. 


This is the way the Word of God comes to us, from the testimony of faithful 


witnesses prepared and commissioned by God to tell us exactly what happened that 


we ourselves may come to believe as they believed, to trust as they learned to 


trust, and to be sure as they arrived at certainty. 
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I have faith in Christ because I am certain that He is what He claimed 


to be, the Son of God and the Savior of the world. I am sure because God 1s own 


dynamic, powerful Word has made me sure through the witness and testimony of the 


apostles and prophets. In Christ there is forgiveness for my sins. In Him there 


is life and peace and hope. Here is the beginning of certainty - and here is 


its end. This is not imagination, nor a dream, nor an illusion. It is true, aa 


true as God's own living prophetic Word is true. 


For many people this isn't enough. I have talked to people who want 


absolute certainty, to be over-whelmed with absolute true - the kind you find in 


a scientific laboratory. They demand signs and wonders before they will believe. 


They want God to come to them personally and give them a personal experience 


which will prove that faith is real and that heaven, judgment, salvation, and 


eternity are not just human illusions. They want guarantees. I cannot guarantee 


that any of you who are here today will get home safely. I can't guarantee that 


you will be alive at the end of this day. I can 1t guarantee that You'll have a 


job tomorrow. I can't guarantee that your health will hold out until ther end 


of this month. The only guarantee I have myself, the only one I can offer to 


you, is Jesus Christ. I put my trust in Him, leaving everything up to Him. I 


was not there on the holy mountain - I have received no special signs or wonders 


- but I do take the word of those reliable witness who were there, who sealed 


their own faith in Christ with their own blood. You will have to go the same 


way if you want certainty. 


The voice of certainty comes at you from every page of the Bible. In 


every case it is certainty of God, the great God who has made Himself known in 


Jesus Christ. Knowing Christ, you can be sure. You can say with the conviction j 


of St. Paul - not I think or I f eel or Maybe - but I know and I am persuaded -


I am sure and absolutely convinced that no power :in heaven or on earth, in time 


or in eternity, can separate us from the love of God which is in Christ Jesus
0 
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The certainty of faith in Christ was taken by St. Peter and his two companions 


down from the mountain top to the plain below. The first man they met on the 


dusty road was the father of a son who was mentally ill. Kneeling before Christ, 


he prayed, Lord, I believe; help Thou mine unbelief. I have seen certainty in 


Christ come to life at a funeral or at a hospital bed for people in utter despair, 


Christ is always there where He is most needed. Certainty is there for you too a:; 


you listen to Him, lmow Him as your Savior and Lord, and put your destiny into 


His mighty hands. Amen. 








Transfiguration Sunday 
We st Henriett a - 1961 


e:t.&~ l/f/t?a6t~ - I Cf 1.:3 


Rev. Carl F. Thrun 


IN N OliIINE JESU 


.st . :Matthew 17: 4 Then answered peter, and said unto Jesus, Lord, it is good for 
us to be here: if Thou wilt, let us make here three taber


nacles; one for Thee, and one for Moses, and one for Elias . 
~ -~-·- ~ 


. /!~~~~ YOU CAN 1T STAY IN CHURCH 


The Church has often been descri bed as a HAVEN OF 
&! --:lfu,LlU-. - , .a=:z7_ f" 


REFlJC-E/i And so it is • 


Within these f our walls the wor ld js left behind, and like the discinles on the 


1Mount of Transfiguration we see no man, but Jesus only . Th.a--eares ,-aRe=-eene-@Pns, 
'~u~~ 'I-~ ---?~/-le 


(:._·_,rf.{!r,it.J, c:nd tensions that afflict so much of our daily living are left on the doorstep, as 
I / ~~F~-


a t least for this one hour of every week we en~er the _ House ,~f,. the ,;;.o~dAt~~~!;eive 
14'.-c ,<uM-..-..-; ~~"' Jll,t.ef,19 J/~r'?-7/oP/-.-.1 ~ 


g uidance, and directfon, and .strengtl-y from ~G- of love. Here all the -,,J 
.2fJ.,ffLP/u. fd41Jlitu.£· . 


problems of life sink into iflSlit(nitil'a"Aee; as God teaches us to view the troubles 
...;..l ')µ;.:,~ 


of this little day in the light of eternity, and discloses to usl\the J'l\YSteriJ of . 
-11-<..~ CY ~-,,'-< 


His boundless love for us despite our unworthiness, and helps uj\to see that the 


sufferings of this pre sent tirr.e are not worthy to be compared with the glory which 


shall be revealed in us . Here God meets with His people, and His promise is as 


true today as it was when He told ancient Israel concerning th~ir tabernacle: There 


J will rr~et with thee t o speak there unto thee. 


I imagine that we have all had moments when God seemed particularly near 
1° ~{!.(J-t'<.M~ 


to us . Somehow His Word and His loveAseemed to be funneled right at us . perhaps 
o-1' ..;, t,;,,,~~~ ~ o..U J~ ~ 


it was the Word as it was read, or the singing of the choir, or the s~nnoq~- at any 
~~ 


rate, God was speaking right to us - to our problems,, our faithlessness, our short-


sightedness; and we whispered with the psalmist: Thou art near, o Lord . Dovm deep 


in our hearts we wished that this hour might never pass, that we might stay right 
~vJ.Jt' 


here in C-0d•s House, that we might -~ have to go out again and face the respon-
d>P ~d,(lp , 


sibilities and challenges vffii&i the world has placed upon-us. 


It must have been some such feeling, only in an infinitely greater mea-


sure, that gripped the disciples on the Mount of Transfiguration. AS they looked 


at Jesus in all of His blazing beauty, perhaps they remembered how once before God 


had revealed Himself on a blazing desert mountain. There - as the fiery God thun-


dered out the mandates of His Law - He revealed His consuming wrath against sin. 


Fire cannot be controlled. Nor can God . He is not your slave, you are His. You 
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can•t play around with fire. Nor can you play around with God. You cannot fool 


Him, bribe Him, dodge Him, or escape Him. His Voice speaks out in all of its 


constuning wrath: The soul that sinneth ; it shall die 1 


But now - now .;-~~~ the fiery God not on a blazing deser1n mountain, 


but in~· God had taken the great leap and became what He had made - a man. 


God became a man in order that He rrright die to deljver men. Jf they had any 


doubts before, the disciples knew now that this was indeed their Lard and God. 


The brilliance they sa:-1 in Jesus Christ on the transfiguration mountain was not 


God•s flaming anger but His flaming love, a love so great that it swallowed and 


embrac~d all of death and hell that we might be spared their horrors. Under the 


-~Jk inspiration and enthusiasm of that moment peter wanted to stay right there. See-


ing Jesus in all of His glory, communing with Moses and Elijah that was a fore-


taste of heaven; a.nd Peter quite naturally wanted to stay. Lord, it is good for 


us ~o be here; if Thou wilt, let us make here three taoernacles; one for Thee, hlld 


one for I•joses , ana one for Elias. 


rt was a selfish request - one that lacked responsibility. peter had 


forgotten (or else he did not want to remember) the other disciples and the rest 
i &I- .1.tn\lf1\1 ... i'll ~iK 41' 11:.,,,,..,1. 


of mankinhl~ He had forgotten (or else he did not want to remember) that Jesus 


had expressly ~ told mi only a few days before that He had come to suffer and die 


and give His life for the redemption of the wbrld. He had forgotten (or else he 
M1) 


did not want to remember) that Jesus 
~ ,{--~~~~ 


had told them that they~would have to suffer 


many things~before they could enter the joy of heaven. rt was a selfish request -


one that did not meet \dth our Lord• s ao!Jroval~ for they had to come down from the 


V.ount and enter again this loveless .;ind needy world to fulfill the work which God 


had given them to do. Jesus had a Cross to endure, and His life to give, and His 


blood to shed - in love for this world. peter ·and James and John were to be 


witnesses for that love. There was work to do, and a message to proclaim, and a 


world t~ win for Christ, before they could lay down their fighting armor and 


enjoy forever the riches and the splendor and the glory of the saints victorious. 
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you can1t stay in ChurchL You can't dodge or shirk your God- given 


responsibilities. Responsibility is something people usually try to evade, 


especially when it involves other ~· rt is part of our fallen nature to 
(!~ 


want to run out on obligations which are ours as ci::eattiFeS of God. The Church 


may not be of this world, but it is certainly in this world. God has put it here. 


Christians are to be salt, and they are to be light in the world . This involves 


activity. The function of salt i s to savor food and give it taste. The function 


of light is to shine. The function of the Christian is to be acti vel;y engaged in 


doing Godts business in ~~~rld. Godts business is people. rt is for people 


that Christ came, and it is for people that Christ died. The Church is not , as 


someone has crudely put it, a pie;sty where the h~s _s.9m~ to .fill _t qeir stomaches 
. ~ ·4t1ui_#CP~~·-?-2·J{&zJR).Jl.tP q...,, 


and then do nothing more than go away grunting)f J That kind of religion isA good-for 


nothing. :tt is the kind of religion described by canon Wedel, where the religious 


are quite happy sitting in heavenly nlc.ces behind closed doors . That kind of 


religion is not ChristianityL 


you can1t stay in Church, behind closed doors, jndifferent to the needs 


of others. you can•t stay in isolation, because Jesus won't permit it. Our Lord 


mieht quite properly have sta;;-ed in His heavens, with angels and archo.ngels 
""& <' 


ministering to Him in H~s glory and majesty. Why should He have bothered about 


men? After all, they had brought on their own destruct ion. He had created them 


for full service to Himself. And yet, despite this privileged position men re-


belled against their Maker. Our Lord might have argued, as we sometimes hear 


Christians argue, They orought this on themselves; why should r be concerned? 
µ~ 


Jesus might have remained only a spectator to our grief. But He chose to descend 


to our need . He made Himself responsible for our sins, bearing them in Hi s m..n 


body on the cursed tree. 


Jesus, as always, is our Example, our pattern. He said, J give you a 


new commandment , that ye l ove one another as I have l oved you . Jf the love of 


Christ is worth having at all, it is worth sharing in the best possible way. we 
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are to love peor le as He loved people - a whole world of people - a ll ldnds and 


t ypes and classes of people. People are our res P,ons i bility - here and there and 


everywhere around this globe of or;/;.;:~6 -::J -~~.-.::!:tp::sible to esca pe our respon-


sibilities with Cain 1 s shrug of the shoulder, Am I my brotheris keeper? For the 


a nswer to that r uestion is a very emphatic, yes ~ Our Lord has made it so. 


The public ministry of Jesus occuj:'ied only three years, but short as the 


time was He always found t ime for people. How Jesus loved them ~ The leper was 


touched and healed; the paralytic was forg iven and made to walk; the woman with 


the i s sue of blood was called forward and made v;hole; the prostit ute was a.lloi-!ed 


to touch Him, even to kiss His feet. Our problem is that being ah1ays pressed for 


time, we have lost contact with people. we are const antly hurrying, from one 


meeting to another, from one person to another, from one job to another; and be-


ca use we are in such a hurry we never really have time for anybody. Like a tire 
~,..,, 


slipping in the mtld, there is a frantic going round but no forward movement. 


Middleton Weaver, missionary to Ceylon, put it well when he said: When I first cam 


to Ceylon we travelled in bullock carts, no\·1 '-Je travel in motor- cars, and the 


suostitution of the one for the other has even ruined our evangelistic work . Now'" 


I rush down to a meeting and then get back home: when I used to travel in a 


bullock cart I really met people . 
c~ 


~ . Our job - yours and mine - is to let the world ~d us know the love 
,.p t/-~1 ~?fft.rl .. d' .kl . 
O() ~--ord - how that, thought He was rich, yet for our s akes He became po.,r, 


that we through His poverty might be rich. Hm-1 <:!bout that husband or i-:ife who ha s 


f allen away - how about t hat brother or sister , that aunt or uncle - how .earnestly 
-~ 


a nd enthusiastically have you witnessed to them of your Savior? How about that 


neighbor, or the eLil:ahhihl~c down the block - how 
(c-~J 


to demonstnate to them the Love of Christ? R Let 


far have y ou gone out of 3rour way 


us come down from the mountain 


let us leave this 
~-C:-1:dt-'( I \ 


church/\ and let the outside world know that we have seen the 
Cf'~aa4 


g lory of God in thms place - that we have actually seen the salvation of our God 


in the face of Jesus Christi 
Amen. 








LK. 9:23-36 GLORY ROAD 
WE JUST CAN'T GET USED TO THE FACT THAT PERIODS OF OUR LIFE 
COME TO AN END - THAT DEATH OCCURS-THAT LIFE IS A SERIES OF 
DEATHS & CHANGES. JESUS WAS ALWAYS REALISTIC.ABOUT DEATH. 
HE HAD Il.,LUSIONS ABOUT HIS MORTALITY. HE KNEW BE WAS 
ON HIS WAY TO DIE - THAT THE SPECTER OF THE CROSS LOOMED IN 
FRONT OF HIM, so HE TAKES ms REALLY CLOSE FRIENDS & 
BUDDIES I PETER, J4MES, JOHN I WITH HIM UP- N THE MOUNTAIN TO 
PRAY AND WHILE HE WAS J>RA YING [I'M SURE ABOUT ms irPco G 
DEATH]! THE APPEARANCE OF HIS F CHANGED & ms CLOTHES 
BECAME DAZZLING W.HITE I MOSES & ELUAH WERE TALKING TO 
HIM! AND WHAT DO THE DISCIPLES DO? -- THEY ARE EIGHTED 
DOWN"WIT.H_SLEEP - BUT WHEN THEY WOKE UP THEY ESUS' 
GLORY & MOSES & ELJJAB. NOW HOW THEY RECOGNIZED THEM~ I 
DON' T KNOW - YOUR GUESS IS AS GOOD AS MINE. QUESTION: WHEN 
YOU HAVE SOMETBJNG REALLY DIFFICULT TO DEAL WITH, DO YOU 
ESCAPE IN SLEEP? THESE SAME DJSCIPLES EELL ASLEEP IN THE 
GARDEN 0 GETHSEMANE WHEN JESUS ASKED THEM TO WATCH & 
PRAY WITH HIM AS HE FACED ms CROSS & CRUCIFIXION &..DEATH I 
rrH\.s THE SLEEP THAT OVERTOOK JONAH IN THE BOAT I THE 
S~ME SLEEPJTHAT OVERTAKES US WHEN ;wE.:.BAVE TO DEA"L WITH 
THE DIFFICll.I;:rTHINGS TBA T COME INTO OURLIVES. SLEEP JS OUR 1 


!WAY OF ESCAPING OUR REAI:ITY_ 100..... SUS DIE? FOR THE 
1 
DISCIPLES THAT WAS UNTillNKABLE! MASTER -- ETER DOES NO'F 
NOW SEEK JESUS AS THE XP, THE SON OF THE LIVING GOD - ONLY ' 


·~STER. LET THE GOOD T~ROLL I LET' S STAY HERE & FORGET 
t_\~OUT THE EVIL WORLD DOWN THERE ..... BUT JESUS KNEW BE.JI.AD 
A PURPOSE I & BE KNEW DEATH WAS ~ART OF IT. JESUS DID NO'I; : 
BELIEVE THAT HE HAS SOME INDESTRUCTIBLE ESSENCE THAT 
WOULD SURVIVE DEATH. JESUS' FAITH & HOPE & TRUST WAS THE 
SAME AS OURS - THAT WHEN HE DIED, HIS FATHER WOULD SE 
HIM UP - & THAT IS THE FOUNDATION OF OUR CHRISTIANITY! IT IS 
GREEK EBII:OSOJ>fil THAT Y:OU ID\ VE SOME .IMMORIAL ESSENCE 
THAT JUST GOES ON1 & ON & ON. OUR C-BRISTIAN HOPE, IS THAT 
SINCE XP WAS RAisEQ FROM THE DEAD BY THE GLORY OF THE 
FATHER, WE TOO SHALL BE RAISED WITH HIM. 
I LOVE THE rsi:o~-::Y OF A ~&-YEAR OLD MAN DYING OF .CANCER.j HE 
WAS IN THE JtL STAGES OF BJSJ>lSEASE I~ A l{EW: OUQS TO 
U VE I COULD JD:RDL. TALK. BIS PASTOR.CAME TO ~SIT HIM. LIKE 
ME, HE REALLY DIDN'T WANT BE AROUND THE AURA OF DEATH. HE 
l\fUMBLED A FKW PRAYERS I DIDN'T REALLY KNOW WHAT. TO SAY. 
THE DYING MAN LOOKED Al HIM & SAID, YOU'RE AFRAID, AREN'T 
YOU? THE PA~TOR NODDED HIS BEAD & WHISPERED, YES,.I.AM. THE 
DYING MAN WENT ON, LET ME TELL YOU SOME THINGS .... WHEN I 
WAS BORN, I CAME O UT OF A WARM, SAFE PLACE - OUT OF MY 
MOTHER'S WOMB - THEN THRUST INTO A COLD WORLD WITH A 
SLAP ON MY BEHIND. ILEFf A SECURE PLACE FOR A SCARY PLACE .... 







WHEN I WENT OFF TO SCHOUL, l LEEI MY MOTHER TO GO TO A NEW 
PLACE. THAT TOO WAS SCARY. WHEN I LEFT CHILDHOOD FOR 
P.UBER'Ili, THAT WAS SCARY! WHEN I LEFf HOME TO GO TO 
COL GE, THAT WAS SC Y. WHEN I LEET OLLEGE FOR 
MARRIAGE & WORK & GOT INTO THE REAL WORLD, TBA T WAS 
FRIGHTENING. WHEN MY CHILDREN MOVED OUT, THAT WAS 
FRIGHTENING TOO. WHEN MY WIFE DIED, THAT WAS FRIGHTENING. 
WHEN I RETIRED, THAT WAS FRIGHTENING ..... MY WHOLE LIFE BAS 
BEEN A SERIES OF DEATHS -- & DO YOU KNOW WHAT I DISCOVERED? 
I DISCOVERED THAT IN SPITE OF ALL THE TERROR, EVERY 
EXIT IS ALSO AN ENTRANCE! £~~ ~ ~~ 
THAT'S THE GLORY ROAD THAT JESUS ck TO PROVIDE FOR US. 
GLORY LITERALLY MEANS WEIGHT -- & IN THE GOOD SENSE IT 
MEANS TO BE WORTH YOUR WEIGHT IN GOLD - TO UNDERSTAND 
TBA T YOU REALLY DO MATIER - THAT EACH ONE OF US IS VITALLY 
IMPORTANT - THAT JESUS, GOD'S ONLY & DEAR SON - WHO 
THOUGHT 'ff_ JSOT ROBBERY TO BE EQUAL WITH GOD - ll!MPTIED 
HJl\llSELF -~D ALL ms GLORY & MAJESTY WITH ms FATHER 
IN BEA VEN - TOOK UPON HIMSELF OUR HUMAN FLESH & BLOOD & 
BECAME OP.EDIENT UNTO DEATH - EVEN DEATH ON A CROSS .... HE 
BORE OUR SINS IN ms OWN BODY - BECAUSE WE MATTER & WE 
ARE TRANSFORMED I TRANSFIGURED WITH.HIM FROM ONE DEGREE 
OF GLORY TO ANOTHER. FOR EVERY EXIT THERE IS AN 
ENTRANCE. LET'S HA VE NO lLLUSIONS ABOUT OUR MORTALITY. 


1
YES, IT' S SCARY. BUT JESUS CAME TO PUT US ON THE GLORY 
I ROAD - TO BRING us BACK TO GOD! 


' 
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T:ransf igu:ration 
Feb:rua:ry 14, 1988 
Mark 9:2-9 
Confirmation 


The Torch is Passed 


I. Someone once said that the church is only one 
generation from extinction. And in a way that's true. 


A. The chu:rch is always about to die, the gospel of 
Jesus Christ is always about to disappear from the face of 
the earth. 


1. The only thing that keeps that from 
happening is symbolized for us here, this morning. 


2. In holy baptism we commit a life to God 
and begin the process of . pass·irfq on ••• ·- ~ snar.fnq. 1 •• the 
treasures of the faith. The.:..-Hcily -·spi"fi t - comes .. in blessing 
and fills us full. 


3 . 
major milestone 
sharing. 


In the rite 
on the road 


of confirmation 
of that passing 


we mark a 
on, that 


. -r: . ~~-,..· ·~ 
4. Today, the torch . of faith ..! !5 J'. ~_'.12_1.J !.J.4 ·One 


special life. And the torch of faith is p~ss·ea ito two 
others. Passed in order that they may hold tt ·hlgn, -and 
pass it on in turn. 


---- :-~ !•·· ~ 


B. Troy read it well. Elijah 'p~~SL ...... ,011 to Elisha 
the power of his faith .... and the ' responsibilities of 
what it means to be Gods person. 


1. And Elisha asked for a ,. double portion of 
Elijah's spirit. 


2. He really . wanted to be God's person. 
Too many of us don't. 


3. Every Sunday it was the same old story. 
Mr. smith would say to Mrs. smith .... "Honey, you go to 
church for both of us today." 


4 . And when they both had finished their 
life on earth and stood before st. Peter at the portals of 
heaven itself, st. Peter said, "Mrs. Smith, you come in 
for both of you." 


c. I know that story is shallow, and flawed. Yet it 
has a kernel of truth. Too many of us want to turn over 
the responsibility of our faith to someone else. 


*** 1 *** 
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1. And it can't be done. It's g~rs to 
live, and share and pass on. No one can do it for us. 


2. If . we won't do it, it won't get done, if 
we ~on't live it, it won't get lived. And the Christian 
faith takes one more step toward extinction. 


D. The story goes this way. Jesus is being 
interviewed about his future plans for ministry. 


1. "What plans have you made for the 
salvation of the world.?" 


2. 11 I have chosen 12 people. 11 


3. "And if that plan fails, what is your 
alternative plan, your backup plan?" 


4. "There is no alternative plan." 


E. The twelve did their job well. Jesus ,passed the 
torch to them, and they passed it to others ..... and now we .. bear- it'.~ 


' j ··-


1. Bear it to last day of our life. And 
. before that d~y comes, hopefully we will have passed on 
the' 1llght and' 'heat of Christ to many others. 


2. If not, the torch may be in danger of 
going out . 


.. ..... F. What can we say to . Troy, Ruth Ann, Nicolle? . You 
are the hope of the world. The Lord has placed in your 
hands the responsibility of keeping the gospel alive. 
~t's all up to you. 


1. But that's a lot to lay on some young 
folks, isn't it? 


2. so I'll lay it on all you folks. And 
that's where the truth is. 


3. It is our responsibility, privilege and 
pleasure to be God's witnesses. rt is up to us to keep 
the gospel alive in our corner of creation. And we can't 
accomplish that by keeping our faith a secret. 


G. Every day the same little lady approached the 
border of Brazil on a red motor scooter. And every day 
she had a 10 pound sack of sand tied on the scooter just 
behlnd the seat . 


*** 2 *** 







1. Everyday the border guard would check 
her papers and ask her what was in the sack behind her 
seat, and she wo uld say "sand, just sand . " 


2 . As the days passed he became suspicious, 
and now and again he would take the sack off the red motor 
scooter, and empty it on the ground, and sure enough, it 
was just 10 pounds of sand . 


3. After a couple of months the border 
guard couldn't take it anymore. He stopped the lady as 
she approached the border, searched everything and then 
said. 


4 . "Look I am not going to report you to 
the authorities, I promise I'll never say anything to 
anyone, but I am convinced you are a smuggler . Tell me 
truthfully, are you?" She said, "Yes . " 


5 . "Then, please tell me, what you are 
smuggling." She said, "red motor scooters . " 


H. Ruth Ann, Troy, John and 
sisters in Christ. Your faith 
apparent as that sack of sand, and 
those red motor scooters . 


Cilvia .. . . brothers and 
should always be as 


never as invisible as 


1. Faith needs to show . Like a torch that 
burns for everyone to see. Hold yours high . 


II. That's the job . . . . now here's the way it gets done. 


A. You don't have to go it alone. God is with you 
every step of the way ... even when you don't think so. 


1 . Elisha received power. lt came with the 
ma ntle of Elijah. 


2. Peter, James and John received power. 
It came with the touch of the Holy Sp i rit . 


3 . God's people still receive power . Power 
t o do what they can't do, and be what they aren't. 


B. One week ago today, Troy Ruth Ann and I sat down 
in my o ffice and visited for three hours. rt was an oral 
examination. We didn't call it that, but it was . 


1. I quizzed them over the entire 
confirmation curriculum. And the y did well. They may 
have been a little surprised t o do as well as they d i d. 


*** 3 't.: ** 







2. And what I saw in my office was a little 
miracle. One I see often, and thank God for. 


3. Young Christians, who 
mature in the faith •... who aren't what 
and still aren't all they're going to 
changing by the power of god into what 
to be. 


are beginning to 
they used to be, 
be ... but who are 
we are all called 


4. The question is, where does that power 
co~e from? What is it that prompts holy change in us? 


c. That power comes from being with the Lord. 


1. Worshiping together with your brothers 
and sisters in Christ. 


2. studying the word, and trying to live it 
as best you can. 


communion as 
personally. 


3. 
the 


It comes from the 
Lord himself meets 


sacrament of holy 
us regularly and 


D. I wrote a reference in your confirmation bibles. 
From the gospel of st. John . Chapter 15 . 


Jesus speaks" I am the real vine, and my Father is the 
gardener. He breaks off every branch in me that does not 
bear fruit, and he prunes every branch that does not bear 
fruit so that it will be clean, and bear more fruit . You 
have been made clean already by the teaching I have given 
you. Remain united to me, and I will remain united to 
you. A branch cannot bear fruit by itself; it can do so 
only if it remains in the vine. In the same way you 
cannot bear fruit unless you remain in me. 


I am the vine, and you are the branches. 


E. Troy and Ruth Ann, that's true for you. Your 
power is in the connection. 


1 . It's true for Nicolle and her par.ents . 
The power ·is in the connection. 


2. It's true for every one of us. The 
power is in the connection. 


3. stay connected. Lift high the torch of 
your faith. And at every opportunity, pass it on. 


*** 4 *** 
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, The Feast of the Transfiguration 
Rolling Meadows - 1969 


IN MOliINE JESU 


Rev. Carl F. Thrun 


St. Matthew 16: 24-26 THEN JESUS ffiOLD HIS DISCIPIES, rlIF ANY MAN WOULD COME 
AFTER ME, LET HTh1: DENY HlMSELF AND TAKE UP HIS CROSS AND 


FOLLOW ME. FOR WHOEVER WOULD SAVE HIS LIFE WILL LOSE IT, AND WHOEVER LOSES HIS 
LIFE FOR MY SAKE WILL FIND IT. FOR WHAT WILL IT PROFIT A MAN, IF HE GAINS THE 
WHOLE WORLD AND FORFEITS HIS LIFE? OR WHAT SHALL A MAN GIVE JN RETURN FOR HIS 
LIFE? 


~ 9--'l'ts=Rftci;s t;ian l ife is not a quiet journey across a tranquil sea. Life no·t; - -
~J.y has its~ and !o~ but its ~rprising E'n.sts and t1ll'~tbat c~e up with 


dramatic suddenness. That is the: _ _:way the Gj:ajJ;;bk:n life is t ~ ~~~ 
P~ like to think of the Christian life in~ of~rok::: sereni~an.d 


~disturbed secur~ There is serenity and there is security in following Chris' 


- but it is not unbroken and it is not undisturbed. The way Christ Himself went ··--- -----
was not @an.d~- an.d the road a roan takes when He follcms Christ ~t 


~andEotono~ It is full of surprises . It bas its ups and dcmns , its. 


twists and turns , with : s beyond which the eye cannot see. Fr~ ~l§p ~~ 


the mountaiy to the U,o~tom of the valley)ia...! the rcDad the Savior of the world 


traveled for us all. That's that way it is for all who follow Christ. 


There came a day when Jesus told His disciples that HE MUST GO TO JERIJSALEM -
AND SUFFER 'MANY THTims FROM THE ELDERS AND CHIEF PRIESTS AND SCRIBES, AND BE KILL 


ED, AND ON THE THIRD DAY BE RAISED . He went on to say: IF ANY MAN WOUID COME 


AFTER ME, LET HIM DENY HIMSELF A.llfD TAKE UP HIS CROSS AND FOLLOW ME . FOR WHOEVER 


Wa.JLD SAVE HIS LIFE WILL I.DSE IT, AND WHOEVER LOSES HIS LIFE FOR MY SAKE WILL FINI 


IT. FOR WHAT WILL IT PROFIT A MAN, IF HE GAINS THE WHOLE WORLD .AND FORFEITS HIS 


LIFE? OR WHAT SHALL A MAN GIVE IN RETURN FOR HIS LJFE? 


SIX DAYS LATER, we are told,, JEBBS TOOK • • • PETER AND JAMES AND JOI:fl.l HIS BRO-- -
THER, .AND LED THEM UP A HIGH MCliNTAIN APART. There His whole appearance changed - -
before their eyes.- His S s~ like the ~ and His € 10th"§} as white as 


light . ~ and{Elija!}appeared to H:im arrl talked to Him. A bright cloud over-
-~ -
shadowed them. L!:!:;:, on their way down, Jesus warned His disciples not to tell 


an.yone about what they had seen until AFTER THE SON OF MAN HAD RISEN FROM THE - -
DEA.D . When they reached the bottom of the valley,, the crowds met them and a man 
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~ and knelt down in front of Jesus• LOFill, HAVE PITY ON MY SON, h~aid, FOR 


HE IS A IIJNATIC AND IS IN A TERRIBLE STATE . Our Lord healed the boy and after--wards He and His disciples went up to Galilee and Jesus told them: THE SON OF MAN - ' 
I S GOING TO BE HANDED OVER TO THE POWER OF MEN, AND THEY WILL KILL HIM. AND ON 


THE THIRD DAY HE VIILL BE RAISED TO LIFE AGAIN. THIS GREATLY DISTRESSED THE 


DISCIPIES. 


The account of what happened to our Uird on the mountain and what happened 


to Him afterwards speaks for itself. It tells of the glory of the Son of God --
the glory which He bad with the Father before the foundation of the world. At 
~ - -


the same time it tells us that the Son oi: God became a MAN -(a REAL~- ~ing 


the kind of life we have to live, with all its ('S iclmesio/ and(sorro~ its Qroubl2} 


and itsfterror) First there is the glory, and then there is the pain - first 
--- -. ~ --. -- -- -


the top of t he mountain, and then the bottom of the valley. That is the way it -
was for the Son of God, and that is the way it will be for all who follow Him. - ----


It is a great scene - the one on the mountain - with its magnificent s ol i--
tude : The Son of God t ransfigured b~ their very eyes - His face shining like 


the sun and His clothes as white as light - and then that divine Voice coming - -
out of the bright clouds , saying: "THIS IS MY BELOVED SOU, WITH WHOM I AU NELL 


PLEASED; LISTEN TO HJM. 11 


In the meantime, t~e great figures of history,~es and Elij~ a~ed 
and talk:ed vr.i. th Him.. Q;ete~was so taken up with the glory and splendor of the -mountain top experience that be wanted to stay right there: "LORD, IT IS A GOOD 


THING THAT YiE ARE HERE; IF YOU l/JISH, I WILL MAKE THREE TENTS HERE, ONE FOR you, 


ONE FOR MOSES, AND ONE FOR !:LIJAH. 11 It was not to be, of course. From the glory 


of the mountain they had to come down to the pain at the bottom of the valley. -
First the glory, then the pain. In Christ, the two go together. 
-. -- ---. --


The solitude of the glory of the mountain top was quic~ replaced by the -
crowds at the bottom of the valley, and the pain of a man who came and knelt in ----- ~ . 
front of Jesus, saying: LORD, DO HAVE PITY ON MY SON, FOR HE IS A LUNATIC AND IS 
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IN A TERRIBLE STATE. HE IS ALWAYS FALLING INTO THE FIRE OR INTO THE WATER. I 


DID BRING HIM TO YOUR DISCIPLF.s BUT THEY COOLDN 'T CURE HJM. 11 


Gt. Maitj tells us that some of the scribes in the crown had been argu:Uig 


with the disciples. ~' h~ver, when the crowd saw Jesus, they forgot ~ry


thing else and ran up to Him with warm cries of welccme. ~ they were going to 


see action, so they thought. They were not disappointed. 


~ 
The man '\Vi th the sick boy described his symptoms. Jesus asked the-ms!.n: 11 HOVl 


LONG HAS THE BOY HAD THIS?" The father replied, "FROM CHILDHOOD. AGAIN .AND AGAI 


IT HAS THROWN EThi INTO THE FIRE OR INTO WATER TO FDTISH HJM OFF. SO IF YOU CAN 


DO ANYTHING, PLEASE TAKE PITY ON us JI.ND HELP us. 11 •• /.11IF_ !QU ~ DQ_ ANYTHING~"/ 
I 


replied Jesus. 11EVERYTHJNG IS POSSIBLE TO THE MAN WHO BELIEVES •11 / 111 DO BELIEVE, 


the father of the boy burst out, 11BUT I ASK YOU TO PLEASE HELP ME TO BELIBVE MORE -
With that, Jesus addressed Himself to the boy, 11 1 COMMAND YOO, DEAF AND DUMB 


SPilUT, TO COME OJ T OF THIS BOY MID NEVER GO INTO HIM AGAIN! 11 After a dreadful 


convulsion, the boy lay there like a corpse, so that some of the bystanders said, - -
"HE IS DEAD. 11 But Jesus grasped bis hands and lifted him up, and then he stood 


on his own two feet. 


The climax of the day was a little question from the disciples who asked, 


"WHY V7EREN 1T WE ABLE TO HELP THAT BOY?1/ 1'BECAUSE YOU HAVE SO LITTLE FAITH, 11 ::=:
pled Jesus. 11 I ASSURE YOU THAT IF YOU HAVE AS MUCH FAITH AS A GRAIN OF MUSTARD 


SEED YOU CAN SAY TO IBIS HltLL, 1UP YOO, GET Al'ID MOVE OVER THERE 1 AND IT WILL 


MOVE - YOU WILL FJll.TD NOTHJNG IS lMPOSSIBLE. 11 


It bad been a great day with the most marvelouscf,ists and turi~ th~at 


e.x:citingG s and downs~ The biggest 11 dovm11 wa_s yet to come! As they went .~bout 


their buisiness in Galilee, Jesus told them: 11 THE SOW OF MAN IS GOlNG TO BE HAND-


ED OVER TO THE POV/ER OF MEN. THEY WILL IITLL HIM, AND ON Tllli THIRD DAY HE 'WILL BE 


Rl\ISED TO LIFE AGAIN. 11 Over this whole scene(§';. Matthe!) bas made a final, mean-- . ._ ..... 
ingful one-sentence connnentary: 11 THIS GHEATLY DISTRESSED THE DISCIPLES11 ---


How about you? Does the prospect of at§:ros~ DISTRESS you? Are you a ~ 
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weather Christian only - happy to be a Christian only so long as you can stay on ---- ~· ........._. 
the mountain top of glory? Or are you prem.ed for the bottom of the valley too? - - -
Have you ever been :in despair so(deep) and{biaek)that God seemed far away or even 


dead? Have you ever experienced what somebody has called 11THE DARK NIGHT OF THE -
SOUL? 11 Have you ever hit bottom, the very bottom, ju;s;t when you thought you were -
riding high? Has it happened to you in some severe personal crisis - in some - -
illness or upon the death of a l oved one? 


(;Simon Pete~ hit bottom only a few days after his great mountaintop ~enc 


He denied his Lord three times . Eternity itself stared this man in the face when 


the Lord turned and looked upon him. He was going downhill, and going fast . -
~went out and wept bitterly. It was the bottom of the valley, but he -


did not forget the top of the mountain. 11WE WERE VlITH HlM ON THE HOLY MOUNTAIN, 11 -
Peter said later on. "THEREFORE, WE HAVE THE PROPHETIC WORD MADE MORE SURE. IT1, 


A GOOD IDEA FOR YOU TO TAKE HEED TO THAT WORD AS TO A LIGHT THAT SHINES IN A DARK 


PLllCE UNTIL THE DAY DAWNS AND THE DAYSTAR, rlliICH IS CHRIST HIMSELF, RISES IN YOUR 


HEARTS. 11 Peter went on to say, 1'WE HA VE NOT BEEN 'IELLING YOU MYTHS, BUT TIE WERE 


EYE \'1ITNF.SSES OF HIS GREAT GLORY AND MAJESTY. t1 


The great thing is that Christ did not stay on the mountain top - in a kind -
of detached glory - but that He came down for our sakes - because He cares about - - -
~and our needs. The artist{Rapha~tried to picture th~ glory of the mountain. 


Down below, at the focbt of the mountain, are the € ine disc?ipJe §) - the € ther ~ 


~is ~sick soaj - and the E:rcastic scribi.Ypoking fun at the disciples who have 


proved themselves u~e to do anything a~t the s i tuation. At the top of the 


mountain the artist has portrayed the G(J},()RY - THE GLORY OF GOD IN THE PERSON OF - - -
J ESUS CHRIST . What{Raphaet) couldn't get onto the canvass is what happened next.


that this MAN on the mountain came dmm and all of a sudden He was among them -


the people whom He (.lOV6'CDand whom He Ee to 


to S and to €~rgiv~ r~ among ~em, 
s® - the peoplLe He~ to e 


and He is among us still. lftuell - -
H-¥1 g' s_=y:, the Man on the mo1.u1tain is among us still - in the bread and wine . 


· t +~ke us to t he +om of the mountain from which t here will~ He will come aga;i..n o ~ __ _ u ,!"'. , 


~~~/~ . 








f 
he Feast of the Transfiguration of our Lord 


l 
olling Meadows -- 1979 


\ IN NOMINE JESU 


\,_; 2 Corinthians 3: 12 - 4: 2 


Rev. Carl F. Thrun 


People naturally resist change. They did at the time of Jesus and St . Paul -- and they 


do today. That banner over there is right on target -- THE SEVEN LAST WC!U>S CF THE 


CHURCH: ' ' J. ' IW~ never did it that way before . 11 I can just imagine the reaction that will 


take place when the new Lutheran Book of Worship finally arrives. Or look at the 


record enrollment for our 15 week Spiritual Renewal Bible Study Class -- a whopping 


total of 9 who returned their registration form. "You can't change me! I was con-


firmed once -- and that's all I need! ~ So it is that we have learned to operate on 


MINIMUMS rather than MAXIMUMS. Long ago we went to Confirmation Class and took out a 


little Eternal Life Insurance -- and that will have to suffice. And besides, "We never 


did it that way before ." 


Well, the Feast of Transfiguration is all about CHAM:;K. In the Old Testament Lesson 


Elisha gets to see the " THE CHARiar CB: FIRE AND THE HORSRS OF FIRE" and the "WHIRLWIND" 


that whisked Elijah from earth to heaven. In our text there was the change that came 


over Moses when he was WITH GOO on Mt. Sinai -- and he had to put a " VEIL OVER HIS FACE 


SO THAT THE ISRAELITES MIGHT Nor SEE THE END CF THE. FADING SPLENDOR ." And in the 


Gospel Lesson Peter, James, and John all see a CHANGE come over Jesus: " HE WAS TRANS-


EIGURKD BEFORE THEM, AND HIS GARMENTS BECAME GLISTENING, INrE.NSELY WHITE, AS NO FULIER 


ON EARTH COUIJ> BIEACH THEM ." 
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But back to our text. St. Paul is having a problem with these JEWISH MISSIONARms 


(the early Christians called them " Judaizers •) who wanted these Christians in Corinth 


to abide by the OU> TRADITION of MOSES and the TEN COMMANDMENTS. It was kind of, "Give 


me that old time religion" kick. What was " good enough" way back when (that is, at the 


time of Moses) is " good enough for me . 11 


St. Paul does an interesting tum-about here. In the Book of Exodus we are told that 


Moses had to put a veil over his face because the people could not bear to look at the 


blinding brilliance of his face. But St. Paul re-interprets this. He says that Moses 


put a veil over his face so that ' 'THE ISRAELITES MIGHT Nar SiiE THE END OF THK FADING 


SPI.ENDOR .'' •••••• St. Paul thus CHANGES the whole thing. In effect what he is saying 


is, 110.K., the truth that came by Moses was accurate and correct -- but it was only 


partial. The truth that came by Jesus Christ is full, final, and complete ." As Willia1 


Barkley put it, "When the sun has risen the lamps cease to be of use ." •••••• But St. 


Paul also knfJi1 a CCllOLLARY REACTION in that the "second best" is often the WORST ENEMY 


of the "best ." MOSBS may indeed be the WORST ENEMY of JESUS~ 


At the cost of being repetitlfloes, one of the "veils " Paul was contending with was that 


of people CLINGING TO THE OU> even when SOMETHI~ FAR BETTER IS CFFERED. People hanker 


for " the good old days " when life was simple -- even though the " good old days " were 
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not always GOCJ> or SIMPIE. People refuse to believe that the EARTH IS ROUND because it 


was understood to be FLAT in the past. People are prone to believe that "what was 


always done must be right" and "what has never been done must be wrong ." And we in 


the Church have of ten been more at home in LOOKING BACKWARDS to what has always been 


than in LOOKIM; FCllWARD to the NRW THINGS God is doing -- to the NEW GLClUBS He has in 


store for us . 


The apostle mentions a "second veil" that afflicts our understanding of the Bible 


itself. Almost any VIEWPOINT or ISSUE or ATTITUDE can be supported and defended by 


Biblical texts -- carelessly ll.ifted out of their contexts. The SUPERICRITY CF CERTAIN 


RACES CF PEOPIE over other races is defend)twith Bi blical texts. SLAVERY AND HOLY WARS 


are defended with Biblical texts. ADVANCES IN SCIEN'l'IF IC KNOWIBDGR are denounced and 


condemned on the basis of Biblical texts. COORJNISM is denounced and THB AMERICAN WAY 


CF LIFE is affirmed on the basis of Biblical texts. There is n o end to the poss ibility 


of BIBLICAL TEXTS bolstering and buttressing our own prejudices and viewpoints. 


Notice also how SELECTIVE we can be in reading the Bible. We love to bear about GCD'S 


LOV& AND MERCY -- but spare us, please, those words on WRATH AND JUDGMENT. We find in 


the Bible WHAT WE. WAN!' TO FIND and we disregard WHAT WE DON'T WANT TO HEAil •••••• The 


"veils" that CONCEAL TRUTH leave us as we are! They serve as STAU?«:H DEFENDERS OF OUR 
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PRESENT ATTn'UDBS, VIEWPOINTS, AND PREJUDICES. They serve, in other words, the "status 


quo ." 


And these "veils" that CONCEAL TRUTH are UNVEIIBD in JESUS CHRIST. He is "THE TRlITH" 


to which the Bible points -- and only when we read Scripture in the LIGlfi' OF HIM do we 


read it correctly and honestly. That's why Paul says that ONLY THROUGH CHRIST is the 


VEIL TAKEN AWAY and the FULL TRUTH F !NALLY DISCLOSED. 


And what is more, the TRUTH which CHRIST BMBODIES is not a STATIC DOCTRINE -- but a 


LIFE-TRANSFCllMING SPIRn. St. Paul is saying: "Fix your gaze on Jesus~ He is t he 


Christ~ And you will end up reflecting Him -- reflect i ng His glory -- reflecting 


something kinder and more compassionate -- something truer and more honorable --


something braver and more joyful than you could ever have known without Him." 


Some people claim that it is a LAW OF LIFE that we become like the PEOPIE or the THl~S 


we gaze at. You all know those commercials for DOG FOOD in which the MASTER and the 


DOG have a similar appearance. • ••••• The other week I watched the movie, "One Flew 


6ver the Cuckoo's Nest ." R. P. McMurphy, the central character, caused so much trouble 


in jail that he was transferred to the MENTAL INSTn'UTION. There he encounters the 


rigid and legalistic approach of the INSTn'UTION -- expressed especially by the HEAD 
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NURSE, MISS RATCHET •••••••• My opinion is that one of the most beautiful features of 


the movie is how the OTHER PATIENTS becp9me KINDER, BRAVER, and TRUBR PEOPLE through 


their association with McMurphy. He who was BLUNT, CRASS, VULGAR, a RRBRL TO SOCIETY, 


DESPISED AND REJECTED BY OIHBR PEOPLE ---- it is this man who inspires VIRTUE in other 


patients. 


And as we FIX OUR GAXE ON JESUS -- REMAIN IN HIS COMPANY AND UNDER HIS INFLUENCE --


that SOMETHING NEW comes to BIRTH in us. He is the One who CHANGES THINGS. Just LOOK 


AT HIM -- and you will see the picture of Him who Nor ONLY OBEYED but also CONFRONl'ED 


the authorities of His day -- and He demonstrated Xi!ntt His authooity by BREAKING SOME 


HOLY LAWS for the sake of His brothers and sisters. You will see the picture of Him 


who BLASTED THE PROUD AND SEU'-RIGHI'EOUS and SIDED WITH TIE DOWN-AND-Otrr -- the picture 


of Him who GAVE HIMBEU' FOR A WCRLD WHICH REJECTED HIM and DIED AS A CRIMINAL ON A 


CROOS. 


FIX YOUR EYES ON HIM -- and you will REFIECT HIS GLCRY here and now: Amen. 








The Feast of the Transfiguration 
Rolling Meadows - 1966 


I N NOMINE JESU 


Rev. Carl F. Thrun 


Exodus 33: 12-23 Moses said to the Lord, "See, Thou sayest to me, 'Bring up this 
people 1 ; but Thou hast not let me !mow r1hom Thou wilt send with 


me. Yet Thou hast said, 1 I know you by name, and you have also found favor in My 
sight. 1 Now therefore, I pray Thee, if I have found favor in Thy sight, show me 
now Thy ways, that I may know Thee and find favor in Thy sight. Consider too that 
this nation is Thy people." And He said, trmy presence will go with you, and I 
will give you rest •11 And he said to H:im, 11If Thy presence will not go with me, do 
not carry us up from here. For how shall it be lmown that I have found favor in 
Thy sight, I and Thy people? Is it not in Thy going with us, so that we are 
distinct, I and Thy people, from all other people that are upon the face of the 
earth?ll And the Lord said to Moses, 11This very thing that you have spoken will I 
do; for you have found favor in My sight, and I lmow you by name. 11 Moses said, 
11 I pray Thee, show me Thy glory. 11 And He said, 111 will make all my goodness pass 
before you, and will proclaim before you My name 1 The Lord 1 ; and I will be graciou; 
to whom I will be gracious, and will show mercy on whom I will show mercy. But,~1 


He said, 11you cannot see My face; for man shall not see Me and live." And the 
Lord said, "Behold, there is a place by Me where you shall stand upon the rock; 
and while My glory passes by I will up you in a cleft of the rock, and I will 
cover you with My hand until I have passed by; then I will take away My hand, and 
you shall see My back; but My face shall not be seen. 11 


Exodus 3k: 29-30 When Moses came down from Mount Sinai, Yr.i. th the two tables of 
the test:imony in his hand as he came dovm from the mountain, 


Moses did not lmow that the skin of his face shone because he had been talldng 
with God, And when Aaron and all the people of Israel saw Moses, behold, the skin 
of his face shone, and they were afraid to come near h:lln •••• And ••• Moses ••• put a 
veil on his face . 


VISION OF GLORY! 


Too often we get stuck in the rut of our day by day activity or the shee: 


mechanics of our professed religiosity that we fail to see or to be impressed by 


The Vision of Glory , We see only our immediate problems, and distresses, and 


anxieties. We see only our immediate obstacles, our :immediate difficulties, our 
r:~0-d!-t 


immediate perplexities. So we become involved in the things of the moment, and 


we fail to see above and beyond it all to the place where God makes all things 


good once more, the place :e:;e He brings all things to 


where His will is f inalif; done, and His glory makes the 


their perfect completion, 


glory of the sun lilce 


midnight darkness . We are too often down in the valley of the cares, and frust-


rations, and concerns of our everyday lives when we ought to be standing like 
(l< 2Q6~.M"' ~~c1--\- l.~~---


watchmen on the heights, listening,-to the p~and assurances of our God who 


has promised never to leave nor foraake us. 


This near-sighted, short-sighted vision has alway$ been a problem for the 


people of God. You remember how God brought His people out of their bondage in 


Egypt. No sooner had t hey crossed the borders of Egypt when Pharaoh had a change 


of heart and sent his armies after them in hot pursuit . And God said unto Moses: 
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Speak unto the children of Israel, that they go forwardl The situation was hope


less. The odds were impossible. They always are. We have to be very clear on 


that score. Forward seemed like a good word, with Pharaoh's army behind them. It 


was a sensible order. The only trouble was that the sea was in front of them . 


But this wasn't the real hazard. It was not the host behind them, or the sea in 


front of them; not even the wilderness which was to stretch out around them for 


forty years. The odds they thought were :impossible - weren 1t l They themselves 


were the trouble. They were the reason why only two of them got through·: to the 


promised land. But of that hazard they took no accountt They just went on cen


tury after century, not to . be awed by God 1s wrath, not to be won by His love; un


til the covenant He had made with them hung by the thread of a solitary Life, and 


they snapped that on Calvary with their own bare bands. 


But you can't finish anything before God calls it finished. So it was 


at the Red Sea when the waters parted and the people passed over on dry land. So 


it was when Moses came down from the mountain the first time with the two tablets 


of God 1s covenant - and then destroyed them when he saw the people dancing naked 


before the golden calf. Thereupon he smashed their idol, pulverized it, put it in 


their water and made them drink it, and called the people to repentance. Then, 


like a faithful pastor, he went back up into the mountain to malce intercession for 


the people, hoping to reestablish the covenant, offering even to lay down his own 


life to make satisfaction for their sin and their rebellion. 


This same rebellious, godless pattern was repeated on Calvary. Once 


again the people are danc:ing around, wagging their heads, and shouting, Crucify 


Him, Crucify Himt And in the midst of it all Jesus intercedes for His people: 


Father, forgive them, for they lmow not vihat they do . But they are intent on goin~ 


their own way - blind, and deaf, and dumb - except for the shouting and the cur


singt Well, nothing would come of that either. Hell and all damnation cannot 


finish what God has not finishedt 


We can see the same thing in our mvn day. Few sensible people a.riymore 


hold to the slogan: Give us time, and we will solve our own problems . We lmow 
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only too well that our problems are beyond us. We are confined, trapped, in our 


own Egyptian bondage. We have to reckon with the st.ench of battlefields, and 


crumpled bodies, and frightened, homeless millions, and nuclear weapons, and slums, 


and Negroes shoved out of the way, and all the comfortable damned that look on and 


do nothingL fo. our more sober moments most of us are pretty well scared to death. 


But how many are scared to death about the right things? Merely to look around, 


in a world like ours, and grow pale is sheer nonsense. It always has been - not 
-4- ·: . .t.a'P,,.fccfl- /4 


because dreadi'ul things cannot happen - they can and do - but because GodAhas the 


final Word - He is in control, and therefore no situation is hopeless. 


My pres ence will go v1ith you, and I i'1ill give you rest L This is what 


God promised to Moses, and to Jesus, and now also to us t As a pledge of God's 


presence and faithfulness, Moses asked God to show him His glory. And the Lord 


answered him, Thou canst not see My face ; for t here shall no man see rife and live. 


But Moses was permitted to see God 1 s backside - a trailing gl:impse of His gloriJ, 


His goodness and mercy. He spent 40 days and L.o nights on the mount in the pre-


s ence of God without food or drink. When he came down, his face shone with such 


splendor that the people could not bear to ~ook at liim. He had to cover his face 


---r:'{r1lfhvf ~4' f..N<Ue,~ ~ J~~~ 
with a veil - and that veil became a ce-?Fbanb 1e lride;roe t e ?~ en"":.o .. ;Cl8-:i1'aeJ. 
~~~~f. 
tl~~se ef the g-lo1y of Ged :in th-e-f-aee-G-f-Moses. The coven.:'1Ilt 


was restored. God, who had delivered His people, would continually be their De-


liverer. God, who had revealed Himself in pov·rer at the Red Sea, would continual'.cy" 


reveal Himself in love. God, who had come to them in grace, wbuld continue to 


come to t hem in grace. 


It is the Old Testament that reminds us that the Children of Israel had 


a gl~~pse of God's glory in the face of Moses. It is the New Testament that pro


claims to us that Vie have a steady vision of the glory of God in the face of Jesus 


Christ. This is the significance of Jesus 1 transf iguration. Lilce Moses He as-


cended the Holy Mount as the Mediator of the New Testament, and He received pre-


cisely the same pledge of faitbi'ulness which God gave to Moses. And yet it was 


more. For Christ was more than the Mediator of the new covenant. He was the 
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fulfillment of the old. He was the New Covenant. He did more than to offer Him


self in death for the sins of the people. God accepted His offer, and He poured 


out His life for us. He did more than to radiate the glory. The glory was in Him. 


in His person - His face did shine as the sun, and His raiment was Tihite as the 


light . In Him dwelt all the fullness of the Godhead bodily . 


Peter, James, and John saw that glory. We ·11ere eyewitnesses of His 


majesty, cries Peter. For when He received honor and glory from God the Father an1 


the Voice was borne to Him. by the Majestic Glory ••• ne nere with Him on the holy 


mountain . And we have the prophetic Word made more sure . And John declares: We 


have beheld His glory, glory as of the only Son from the Father, full of grace and 


truth . And it was this glory which made them sing in their cold dungeons and 


prison cells. They were free, as they had never been free in all t heir lives. Arn 


it was something to sing about! Never mir1d the Roman Empire, with its legions and 


its arenas; you can't stop God with that! We have seen His gloryl 


Would you like to look into the face of God? Would you like to catch a 


vision of His glory? St Paul tells us that through Christ the veil of Moses has 


been taken away. .And we all, with unveiled face beholding the glory of the Lord, 


are being changed into His likeness from one degree of glory to another . Look 


around youi Notice that there is no veil hiding the altar. look to the Cross. 


Let it remind you that God has revealed His mercy and grace in the death of our 


Lord. Look to the altar. Let it symbolize for you that Christ is risen and that 


it stands as an empty tomb with the promise of His presence among you. Look to 


this pulpit and let it remind you of the proclamation of freedom which God has 


given you from your s:ins, your death, and the agony of your hell. Leck at this 


font and let it rem:ind you that God has drowned your sin in Christ, that He has 


called you by name, and given you the pledge of your resurrection. Come to this 


altar and lmow that God gives you His very glory when He gives to you the body and 


blood of His Son. To have the vision of glory is to look up and away from your


self, away from the tired world that holds you, away from the death that freightena 


and haunts you, and to lmow that in Christ you are God 1 s and He is yours. Amen. 








The Feast Of the Transfiguration of our Lord 
The Last Sunday after the Epiphany 


Exodus 24: 12, 15-18 
Matthew 17: 1-9 


IN NGUNE JESU 


Rev. Carl F . Thrun 


How does one preach on a Theophany -- a Vision such as that experienced by Moses in 


Exodus 24 and Jesus together with Peter, James, and John in Today's Gospel Lesson. 


In both cases we have high mountains, clouds, a Voice from heaven, and the sheer glory 


and majesty of God. For Moses we are told : "THE GLORY CF THE L<lU> SETTLED ON MOUNT 


SINAI, AND THE CLOUD COVERED IT SIX DAYS; AND ON THE SEVENTH DAY HE CALLED TO MO.SES OUT 


OF THE MIDST CF THE CLOUD •11 The phrase, "s e ttled on Mount Sinai" in the Hebrew is the 


same word for " tent ." The Transcendent Lord does not "dwell " on earth (that would be 


too confining for the King and Creator of the cosmos with its myriads of galicties) --


but He does "tent" among us. So the Lord meets Moses on Mount Sinai and the people in 


the tabernacle (the tent of meeting) - - and in both places there is the "Cloud of His 


Glory !: Here we are told that "THE APPEARANCE CF THE GLORY CF THE LCllD WAS LIRE A 


DEVOURIN; FIRE ON THE TOP CF THR MOUNTAIN ••••• AND MCEES ENTERED THE CLOUD ." And it 


took him "forty days and forty nights " to process the experience. Deuteronomy 9: 9 


tells us that Moses spent the "forty days and forty nights " fasting -- that he "NEITHER 


ATE BREAD N<ll DRANK WATER • 11 


For Jesus the Mountain Top Experience is the Epiphany -- the revealing, the showing 


forth of His hidden Gloryo Here -- more surely and more fully than the adoration of 
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the wise men ar the descent of the Dove at His Baptism -- the ultimate depth of realit~ 


is revealed. A "FACE: SHINING LIKE THE: SUN" and "GARME.NI'S WHITE AS LIGHT" are marks of 


a Heavenly Being . Listen to how John describes this transcendent, all-powerful Son of 


Man in Revelation 1: 12-16: " I TURNED AROUND TO SEE WHO WAS TALKING TO ME', AND I SAW 


SEVEN G OID LAMPSTANDS, AND AMONG THEM THERE WAS WHAT LOOKED LIKE A HUMAN BE II'\G, WEAR ING 


A ROBE THAT REACHED TO HIS FEET, AND A GOID BAND AROUND HIS CHEST . HIS HAIR WAS WHITE 


AS WOOL, CR AS SNCM, AND HIS BYES BURNED LI KE F IRE; HIS FEET SHONE LIKE BRASS THAT HAS 


BEEN REFINED AND POLISHED, AND HIS VOICE SOUNDED LIKE A ROARI NG WATERF ALL . HE HEID 


SEVEN STARS IN HIS RIGHT HAND , AND A SHARP TWO-EDGED SWOOD CAME OUT CF HIS MOUTH . HIS 


FACE WAS AS BRIGHT AS THE MIDDAY SUN ." 


But here -- at the Transfiguration of our Lord -- notice how much closer God bas come 


to His people. At Sinai only Moses approached the cloud and heard God speak. And it 


took forty days of processing. •••••• Here, Jesus is the One Transfigured -- the LIGHT 


CAME FRCM HIM -- and Moses and Blijah are seen -- and the Voice from Heaven is heard 


by Peter, James, and John. -- and~ forty days of processing is requireda 


AB I asked at the beginning of this sermon: " How does one preach on a Theophany -- such 


a vision?" Well, for one thing the AtrrHCltITY CF JESUS is at stake in the Transfigurati• 


~perience. Moses (the Law) and Elijah (the Prophets) are figures of overwhelming 


autharity for the apostles -- and for USo But Jesus emerges as a Figure of even 
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sreater authority~ "THIS IS MY BE.LOVED SON, WITH WHCM I AM WE LL PIEASED: LISTEN TO 


HIM," says the Heavenly Voice. And when Moses and Elijah disappear, the disciples 


"SAW NO Ol'n BUT JESUS ONLY • 11 JESUS' AUTHCllITY IS BEYOND DISPUTE: "YOU HAVE HEARD THAT 


IT WAS SAID ," says Jesus at the beginning of Matthew's Goepel, "BUT I SAY TO YOU ~" oea• 


And Peter in Today's Second Lesson makes it clear that our faith is not based on 


"CLEVERLY DEVISED MYTHS II -- but it is rather "THE PROPHE.TIC wam ~.JI.DE: MORE SURE':" 


JESUS HAS AUTHCIUTY BECAUSE Hli HAS RECEIVED BONCll AND GLCllY FRCM THE F ATHBR.. 


We need to hold on to that as this Wednesday we enter the Season of Lento As much as 


Peter would like to "build three boot hs 11 and stay in that Glory, there is st ill a 


ministry to perform. They must come down from the mountain into the valley. There 


is a little boy down there who needs belpo And there is another bill to climb --


Golgotha -- and Peter, James, and John will forget the Glory of this Moment -- they 


will all forsake Him and run to save their own necks -- they will see Him stripped 


naked, beaten, mocked, scouraged, spit upon, crowned with thorns, crucified -- they 


will look at Him and say to themselves: "My God, how ungodly He looks 11 --- and their 


weak faith will grow weaker still. 


Isn't that the way it is with us? We come to worship and we see the hidden reality 


behind the appearance of things -- they are transfigured before us -- and the ordinary , 


boundaries of time are transcended -- Moses and Rlijah are present -- and we get clear 
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about where the REAL AUTHCRITY is -- and we are filled with .!!!! and reverence and 


devotion -- and we leaven the Sanctuary, the Holy Place where the Great God "t ents '' 


with us -- and we say to one another what a "great experience " this has been -- the 


liturgy, the hymns., the choir, the Lessons, the Prayers, maybe even the Sermon --------


and then we go out into the mainstream of life -- and we are asked to assume THE WAY 


CF THE CRCES in a V<Bllt full of SUFFBRIOO AND HATE .-- and we get "cold feet " -- and 


we run away -- and we "deny that we ever knew the Man" -- and instead of serving and 


giving and caring and helping and sharin_s and loving and ourselves bleeding and dying 


----- we keep everything we can for ourselveso ''Don't give too much -- Don't sacrifice 


t oo much -- -- There may come a rainy day -- and who knows? -- who really remembers the 


transfiguration of H1M WHO CAME DOWN FRQ1 HRAVEN TO EARTH FCR US MEN AND FCR OUR 


SALVATION? 11 


It is then -- just then -- that Jesus needs to "TOUCH" us as He touched His disciples 


on the Holy Mountain (remember that the word..'. "touch" is the New Testament word for 


"help and healing") -- "JESUS CAME AND TOUCHED THEM, SAYING, 'RISE, AND HAW. NO FEAR .'" 


And He does that for us in the Blessed Sacrament of His own Body and Blood, given and 


shed for us -- where we "see Jesus only" -- SU WHO HE: REALLY IS -- where HE SHCMS US 


THAT WE DO Nor NEED TO BE .AFRAID. Amen. 








The Transfiguration of our Lord 
February 24, 1974 
Roi ling Meadows, 111 inois 60008 


llNI INI 0 ltiM lllNI E J IES lUJ 


Rev. Carl F. Thrun 


St. Luke 9: 29 -31: AND AS HE WAS PRAYING, THE APPEARANCE OF HIS COUN-
TENANCE WAS ALTERED, AND HIS RAIMENT BECAME DAZZLING 


WHITE. AND BEHOLD, TWO MEN TALKED WITH HIM, MOSES AND ELIJAH, WHO 
APPEARED IN GLORY AND SPOKE OF HIS DEPARTURE, WHICH HE WAS TO ACCOMPLISH 
AT JERUSALEM. 


IT'S~ - - - T~ for JESUS to DEPART - to LEAD His PEOPLE OUT of~d 


G.LAV~.!!!!;>€;EED~~nd€ NEW uf'9- --T~E for JESUS to ENTER into His GLO,.BY! 


-:- -
But THAT GCORY was NOT at all the kind that the DISCIPLES EXPECTED. Nor is it the -
kind that WE EXPECT o It is the GLORY of the CROSS. 


Qt. Luk!Jeictures@"osES and ELIJA]} - - ~e 11 KING PINS 11 of the OLD COVENANT 


GLORY - - talking to Jesus about "HIS DEPARTURE" 
.,e:---


~~ 
- - HIS EXODUS whiR: he is to -


ACCOMPLISH at JERUSALEM. It would be a TERRIBLE, TRA~TIC 11 DEPARTURE 11 which -
would INVOLVE Him in@FFERING)t:EJECTI00and~EATH) In Christ, God's REAL 


. -
GLORY is HIDDEN - - VEILED in a apparenttWE"AKNESS and DEFEAT) Where, after all, 
or-- - ----... --.. ----- ----


is the GLORY in being MOCKED, DESPISED, SPIT UPON, CROWNED WITH THORNS, -


@"e DISCIPLE~did not UNDERSTAND that - - and for the ma;t part,edo NOT - --
UNDERSTAND THAT EITHER a For almos t 2,000 years now, thefHRISj lAN CHUROi)~ 
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has been~CHIN-g - (£ROCLAIMIN9 - fALKING ABO@-fNGING ABO~-


the GLORY of GOD as it is found in the FACE of CHRIST. But THAT GLORY is 11CHRIST -
CRUCIFIED! 11 And do we really UNDERSTAND THAT? Do we UNDERSTAND that to - -


(foL~O~ CHRISDandG:"be HIS DISCIPLE~ultimately LEADS US to a CROSS TOO? As - -
O £'f.'I LJ.Ltt reL. f 'i


Qes~i mse If said: 11 IF ANYONE WJ ULD COME AFTER ME, LET HIMltTAKE UP Hl2 


CROSS ANDFOLLOW ME. 11 Do we UNDERSTAND that FOLLOWING CHRIST will 


ultimately LEAD to~ being(R"EJECT@)-{q?NELY) -(MocKE~-€DICUL~ Do we 


UNDERSTAND that to BELIEVE in Jesus means that you BELIEVE IN NOTHING ELSE? 


Where is the GLORY when all you have to HANG ON TO is the FOOT of HIS CROSS? 


~@r . Richard Caemmer~said last Tuesday as the STUDENTS from our CONCORDIA 


SEMINARY wen t into EXILE: 11 1 have been TEACHING and PREACHING fl# about -
FAITH for all these YEARS. Now I have DISCOVERED WHAT FAITH IS. It is to TRUST -
in NOTHING ELSE exceet JESUS CHRIST and HIM CRUCIFIED • 11 -


OBVIOUSLY ,(ff: DISCIP~did not understand THIS SORT of GLORY either. By wanting 


to set up his BOOTHS on the MOUNT of TRANSFIGURATION,£€e:9s~d that he was 


~ 11 HUNG t.;,f'" on the OLD VISIONS of GLORY connected with{00SES and ELIJAH) 
pa • 


You remember ho~met God "FACE TO FACE 11 on the HOLY MOUNTAIN - - ~ 
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when he came down from the MOUNTAIN his FACE SHONE with such SPLENDER that the -
~did NOT DARE to LOOK at HIM - - and he had to put a VEIL over HIS FACE. 


You also remember how~as GLORIOUSLY TRANSPORTED INTO HEAVEN ~a 


URE RY . CHARIOT . But this was NOTHING compared to the{Gio RY of CHRIST'S CRosS) 
==-= -·~~~~~~~~ 


The DISCIPLES did not UNDERSTAND THIS. They did NOT UNDERSTAND this HIDDEN 


GLORY . 


-
If you READ ON inthe~th chapter of St. Lukj ·you DISCOVER that the REST of the 


DISCIPLES were PREOCCUPIED with 1WORKS of MAJESTY 11 
- - - their HAGGLING over ... ~ 


11WHO WAS THE GREATEST 11 
- - - and their YEARNINGS to have an EXCLUSIVE CORNER 


on the 11 HEALING MAR~T • 11 They just did NOT UNDERSTAND why9had to GO UP 
---


to JERUSALEM - - w~He should have to~R and Dli°)And whenEe, tried to~-
- -


SUADE HIM,9says to him: 11 GET BEHIND ME SATAN! 11 


Their TROUBLE - and our TROUBLE TOO - is that we are so§ORT SIGHTED) We do not 


C~H ~§NG VISION) We do not SEE what {G;d 1s GLOR0is all about . We do not 


- - - - -;;z -
~E ~tEI LIFE comes out of DEA !W- -or that fl; CROWN of GLORY comes from th~ 
_. -------- _.--. ' 
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~IG; LORQ). w~nts His discipli:s to e,et a FORETASTE of what comes AFTER the CROSS 


IJ5 
up on the MOUNTAIN to PRAY. "AND HE WAS PRAYING, THE APPEARANCE OF HIS 


COUNTENANCE WAS ALTERED, AND HIS RAIMENT BECAME DAZZLING WHITE. AND -
BEHOLD, TWO MEN TALKED Willi !;I I~, MOSES AND ELIJAH, WHO APPEARED IN 


GLORY AND SPOKE OF HIS DEPARTURE, WHJCH HE WAS TO ACCOMPLISH AT 


JERUSALEM. o •••••• • • • •••••••••• aAND A CLOUD CAME AN p OVERSHADOWED THEM;_ 


AND THEY WERE AFRAID AS THEY..ENTERED THE CLOUD. AND A VOICE CAME OUT 


OF THE CLOUD, SAYING, "THIS IS MY SOIN, MY CHOSf& LISTEN TO HIM!"' 


What is the CENTER of this GLORIOUS TRANSFIGURATION of our LORD? It i~ 


~ -The disciples - - and ~ 00 - - need• to KNOW 11WHAT PASSES K NOWLED· 
c:: 


~. 11 THAT IS LOVE! It was so NATURAL ~rQ§- - but it is so UNNATURAL fr uD 


There is NOTHING that makes8so DIFFERENT from YOU and ME than the .fact that 


HE LOVES! We find it so HARD to LOVE - - - REALLY(§ put OTHERS BEFORE OURSELVE~ 
----~€ P~T GOD B~OR E BOT~ ~e LO/ E of , GOD - - it passes HUM\ N KNOW--


LEOGE - - it is BEYOND HUMAN UNDERSTANDING. --
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SGOES to th-a CROSS in oreer to "RECONCILE THE WHJLE WORLD UNTO HIMSELF ~ 
Jo N t.e c..i\ d e e S rf e Ii::> 1.1-e. us. 


"WHILE WE WERE STILL SINNERS, CHRIST DIES FOR US l 'JJ ~ <iTNDU~€ur HE"l9~t 


~might have€S HEAVEN) The~ HQ DIED in JERlilSALEM is the~ of,The NEW


}xoDU~- - ~ His RESURRECTION is the POWER for€EW LIVIN ~ EW LOVINGJ) 


He loves US TO THE END - - and that is the HALLMARK of the CHRISTIAN CHURCH. 


That is{His GLORY) ................ ARE WE READY TO LEAVE EVERYTHING ELSE -
BEHIND, in order to f :J.LOW HIM and SHARE in HIS GLORY? THAT is the BIG QUESTIOI' -
Amen!!! 





